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Roy Wilkins To Speak
At Turner Testimonial

Teenage Boys Charged
In Custodian's Death

Greenwood
CME Women
Plan For Day

Two teenage black youth knocking on the door at the
have been arrested and charg- same time.
ed with murder in the death of When he opened the door,
the 56-year-old white custodian he was shot four times by
of the Springdale Elementary someone who fired throught his
School last Friday night.
screen door.
On ,Monday afternoon, the PoAfter he was shot, Mr. Cretin
lice Department said Gabe El- walked back through his living
lis Sims, 16, of 2542 Houck st., room and then fell mortally
and William Washington, 14, of wounded in the hall just outside
1051 Tupelo, Apt. J, had been the bathroom door. His wife
charged with murder in the was taking a bath at the time
shooting of Frank E. Cratin of that be was shot.
85t N. Hollywood st.
A short while after the slay.
Officers said that on last Fri- ing, Harold Lloyd Thornton
day, May 9, Mr. Curtin heard pulled up to a stop sign a short
someone ringing his bell and distance away from the scene
and was robbed at pistol point
by two youths.
The boys took his wallet
from him and as he was driving away they fired several
shots at him.
Officers said they had evidence which would link the two
NEW YORK — As it has in boys to the murder and the
chairman of Adult Royalty. Judge Horton
JUDGE HORTON CITED — The Memphis
as she wept at the funeral robbery.
Jr.,
distinguishand
"outstanding
for
was
cited
first
Cotton Makers' Jubilee presented its
States in recent years, Young Sims was arrested at
United
cornmunied civic services to the Memphis
annual Jubilee Civic Award to the Honorof interest in the Ne- 2:15 p.m. Saturday, while the
surge
the
ty." The plaque is a relief of three assasable Judge C. Odell Horton, who presides
in America pushed Washington boy was apprehendscene
gro
equal
for
struggle
the
in
sinated leaders
over Division Four of the Shelby County
into the Pulit- ed some 15 minutes earlier.
further
little
a
Jr.,
rights, with Dr. Martin Luther King,
Criminal Court, and making the presentazer Prize award ceremonies Robbery was said to have been
and
Kennedy
F.
John
by
President
flanked
king
tion at left is Clyde R. Venson, past
two of the na- the motive.
Senator Robert F. Kennedy. (Withers Photo) last week with
of the Memphis Cotton Makers' Jubilee and
tion's top literary prizes going
to works about Negro subjects.
Dr. Hollis F. Price, president
• Matattlelltaiies
has
Only black poet Gwendolyn
College,
en
LeMoyne-Ow
of
Brooks had previously won a
been named by Governor BuPulitzer prize for a poem in
ford Ellington to serve as a
until the current awards.
190
EduTennessee
member of the
Howard Sackler, white, last
cation Council.
week won the Pulitzer Prize
The Glenview branch of the 9 a.m. and returning at 5 p.m.
The appointment fills a vafor drama for his Broadway
YMCA will operate a two-week The campers will be under
of
death
the
by
of cancy created
supervision
play, "Great White Hope:
summer day camp for children the trained
the Rt. Rev. Monsignor John A.
based on the life and frustrabetween the ages of seven and YMCA, staff members.
Elliott of Memphis.
tions of the first Negro heavyIt's the only place to do it— ceremonies. The Memphis Post,
13 years. The camp will begin
Daily recreational swimming
is
Dr. Price's appointment
Handy Park on Beale Street. Office Chorus will sing two
weight champion, Jack Johnon Monday, June 2.
and swimming instructions will
immediately and will
Youth Day will be celebrated
There the U.S. Post Office religious
son. Hollywood is currently
The rates are $25.00 for non- be a part of the two week effective
the
;
compositions
at the Second Congregational
1971.
1,
July
expire
commemostamp
a
of
issue
mema
version
movie
for
will
readying
members and $18.00
camp. Softball, badminton, vol:Church at 764 Walker ave., on
Governor also appoint- rating W. C. Handy, "Father Booker T. Washington High
the play.
bers of the YMCA for the two- ley ball, croquet and horse- The
HarThe
May 18, at 11 a.m.
Halbert
play
will
Senator
Band
School
Monet3 Sleet, Ebony maga- Sunday,
of the Blues," on Saturday,
week day camp session. The shoes are included in the sup- ed State
Elder
tune
Rev,
The
Edward F. Ouelette,
blues
!
Bryan
first
J.
Blues,
Rep.
Memphis
and
vill
cereissue
of
day
the
First
be
,
17.
won
May
zine photographer
number of campers will
ervised activities.
LeMoyne-Owen
trumat
blind
chaplain
.
and
written;
ever
Council.
the
to
monies begin at 11:00 a.m. and
feature photography Pulitzer
limited to 50, so persons who
Mid-day sandwiches and milk
College, will speak on the subSun Smith and his Beale
peter
noon.
until
register
"tearslast
for
his
should
last
week
Prize
attend
to
wish
will be served. Campers deplay "Mr.
ject. "Motivation for Action."
Street Band w
PEETE, 14-year-old
with black dignity" photograph
now.
Lt. George W. Lee, "The
siring larger lunches may
it in RICKY
wrote
The Manassas High School
Handy
as
Crump."
Millington,
in
and
Mrs.
King
Luther
of
Martin
Newsboy
Buses will take the campers bring them.
TSD
Street"
Beale
of
Boswell
will sing
years later. in 1912,
Ensemble
Mixed
Three
1909.
Monlast
day,
prize
a
each
received
serve
funeral
wept
at
YMCA
JJr.,
as she
the
Tenn.,
from the
Handy biographer, will
Persons and groups may
the
of
name
of Mrs.
direction
the
the
under
changed
Handy
for her assassinated civil rights
day through Friday, leaving at sponsor campers.
week for his showing duras master of ceremonies.
B. Jones. Gregory
Bobbie
piece to "The Memphis Blues," ing the contest. He sold 630
leader
husband.
For information concernin
Kenneth A. Housman, assistMickle. president of the Youth
..landy will partiMrs. W.
330 more
registration, call the Glenview
ant postmaster general, will be cipate in the first day of issue papers, which was
will preside at the
Fellowship,
than his base.
YMCA at 275-8834
the principal speaker. Other
worship service.
1 The newly organized Church speakers include Howard Wil- ceremonies; and immediate
Sharing in the leadership
: of God in Christ International ley, president of Memphis Ses- members of the Handy family
The Lelia Walker Art Club will be Mindy McWilliams,
is attracting many ministers quicentennial, Inc., the organi- have been invited as distinwill present an Art Show and Adrienne Smith. Blanche Mickthroughout the United States, zation that conducted the suc- guished guests. These are
Fashion Review in the cafe- le, Carlotta Larry, Michael
according to Senior Bishop cessful campaign urging the W. C. Handy. Jr. and Wyer Oil
The Dixie Heights Better
teria of Universal Life Insur- Mitchum, Frank Briscoe, AlfonWilliam D. C. Williams of post office to issue the stamp, Handy, the composer's sons
Community Club held its monthKatherMrs.
daughter,
his
and
Ill.
ance Company on Saturday, so Saville III, Andrew Davis,
Evanston,
ly meeting at the home of Mrs.
and Stanley Adams, president
a
May 24, from 4:30 to 6:30 p.m. William Barker. Anthony DavRobert Earl Irby, 22, of 690 In Memphis, Bishop James of the American Society of ine Lewis: Charles Handy,
Pearl Campbell of 1369 Gild
RobMattie
Faith
Mrs.
of
and
brother;
pastor
The items on display will be is and Kendall Robinson.
Howell,
stabA.
fatally
was
st.,
and Pubave., and serving as hostess Williams
in Composers, Authors
a sister.
for sale to guests. Refresh- The Rev. John Charles 1%ficbed at 2 a.m. Sunday morning Temple Church of God
was Mrs. L. L. Howell.
was an early inson,
Handy
lishers.
ave., who is
ments will be served
kle is pastor of the church.
Following the ceremonies.
During the business session, by his brother-in-low, Johnny Christ it 822 Kerr
member of ASCAP.
Central
of
bishop
luncheon
a
presiding
sponsor
will
WilASCAP
681
of
19,
- plans were made for the ex- E: rl Johnson,
has called for a The Handy stamp is the first at the Sheraton Peabody to
panison of the hospitality corn-, hams st., and a family argu- Tennessee,
composer and
meeting at his church this to honor a Negro
recognize the esteem in which
mittee. Greetings and get well ment was blamed.
musician, as well as the first
p.m.
8
at
16,
May
Friday,
victim
the
Handy is held by fellow musiwishes were sent to Mrs. Mar-I Police said that
form
modern
At that time, he said, a dis- commemorating a
Margaret
Mrs.
cians. The philatelic side of the
wife,
his
and
redelicious
A
Massey.
garet
of the of popular music. It is being day is also being emphasized
Irby, were returning home from cussion of the doctrines
past was enjoyed.
150th
the
to
salute
a
as
issued
church will take place and
the
Mrs. M. B. Deberry is presi-i a party and an argument de- new
of Besides the stamps which
the national convo- anniversary of the founding
for
place
plans
will
Office
Post
Memphis
veloped.
CampMrs.
club,
dent of the
Kansas Memphis—the City's Sesqui- on sale both at Handy Park
Johnson has been charged cation to be held in
bell secretary, and Mrs. Nancy
centennial.
made.
be
will
Kans.,
City,
CV REM ROBINSON of 319
A dental scholarship svith a up to $2.500 for each of the
and the main facility on Front
with murder.
Person reporter.
Miss Bernice Kochan, a comst., West Memphis, total value ot $12,500 has been four years of dental school.
official
two
be
14th
will
S.
there
St.,
mercial artist from Cleveland,
Ark., was given an award
Sesquicentennial sou v en irs
awarded to a LeMoyneOwen Miss Berry, who will receive
Ohio. designed the Handy
the top newsboy in his College senior biology major, the bachelor of science degree
as
available.
in
stamp. Handy is featured
area. He sold 98e copies of
Miss Sandra Joyce Berry oft in natural science May 2e, has
profile, blowing his famous These are the official first
paper during the conthe
;not decided where she will do
olor2295
Drake.
multi-c
the
and
covers
day
are
Colors
trumpet.
golden
over his base.
test,
630
her dental study.
the
under
ceremoncomes
The
grant
the
for
programs
ed
pink, purple, blue and white,
American Fund for Dental Edu- She was one of four LeMoynea combination the Post Office ies which are highly prized by
cation's new program of dental Owen students who toured Engcalled "jazzy" and the New stamp collectors. Each of them
scholarships for Negro college land, Holland and Belgium
York Times called psychodelic. bears the Handy stamp and
students. Miss Berry is one of during the college's interim
Three local groups will play the "First Day of Issue" postsix student elected to parti- semester last January,
mark,
the
during
Handy
of
the music
Cooperating with the Americipate in the program.
Miss Berry received $2,500 can Fund for Dental Educalast fall at the beginning of herl tion are the W. K. Kellogg
and
Procter &
senior year. If she maintains l foundation
good grades, she is assured of Gamble Co.

A Testimonial Banquet hon- During his leadership, the
oring Jesse H. Turner, Sr., for Branch launched an eighteen
a "decade of service" to the
month sit-in and direct action
Annual Woman's Day will be
Memphis Branch NAACP will
at the Greenwood
observed
accomodaof
public
program
be held in the Continental BallChurch pext Sunday,
room of the Sheraton-Peabody tons; instituted suits to abolish CME
public is invited.
Hotel on Thursday, May 22, at segregation in the city and May 18. The
for the morning
speaker
The
recreasystems,
school
county
8:00 P.M.
will be Mrs
The g uest speaker will be tional facilities, Ellis Auditor- worship service
a member of
Roy Wilkins, National Execu- ium; . and fought for inclusion Posey Alexander,
AME Church.
James
Dethe
St.
jury
duty.
on
of
Negroes
tive Director of the National
At the program at 4 p.m
Association for the Advance- segregation of Memphis State
theatspeaker will be Mrs. Claree
busses,
the
city
University,
New
of
People
ment of Colored
a member of St. MatUnihotels,
Avant,
restaurants,
ers,
York City.
Church.
Mr. Turner has served the versity of Tennessee, lunch thew Baptist
Hawkins is chairterminLydia
air
Mrs.
and
bus
counter
the
Branch as chairman of
Day, and Mrs.
under
Woman's
of
man
accomplished
was
als
Board and as Branch president
Jeanette Hogsette co-chairman.
from 1958 until he was suc- his leadership.
L. Taylor is pubceeded this year by the Rev. For the past six out of seven Mrs. Mamie
chairman.
licity
Branch
Ezekiel Bell, pastor of the years, the Memphis
The Rev. J. D. Atwater is
Parkway Gardens Presbyterian has been awarded the Thalof the church at 1068
minister
the
during
Award
heimer
Church.
Bellevue.
S.
Mr. Turner was a plaintiff NAACP's National Convention
in suits to abolish segregation as the most outstanding Branch
of the Dobbs House Restaurant in the United States. Mr. Turner
and the Memphis Public Li- is a certified public accountant
braries. He fought for admis- and executive vice president
sion in and was one of the first of the Tri-State Bank of MemNegroes admitted to the Mem- phis, is vice chairman of the
phis Units of the University of National Board of Directors of
the NAACP.
Tennessee.

Pulitzer Prize
To Black Man

Dr. Price Named

To Post On TEC

Glenview Y To Sponsor

By The Governor

Two-Week Summer Camp

1

Congregational
Church Youth
Plan Service

Post Office To Issue
Handy Stamp On Beale

New Church Plans
For Convocation

Dixie Heights

Club Holds Meet

Club To Stage Art
And Fashion Show

Brother-In-Law
Murder Victim

Dental Scholarship
Is Awarded LeMoynite

Taylor Asked
To Give Talks
At 2 Churches

Rep. James I. Taylor will
be the guest speaker at two
churches in West Tennessee
this month, he reported on
Monday.
Mr. Taylor. who has just
served his first term in the
Legislature
Tennessee State
representing the Fifth District,
will speak to a Men's Day audience at the Greater Mt. Pleasant Baptist Church at 30 W.
DeSoto on Sunday night, May
18, beginning at 7 p.m.
The host minister for the
service will be the Rev. L. H.
Aldridge.
On Sunday. May 25, Mr.
Taylor will speak during a
Laymen's Day rally at the First
Baptist Church in Milan at
p.m.
3
The Memphis Branch NAACP minister, Elder Blair T. Hunt, He said his subject will be
will observe the fifteenth an- host 'pastor for the celebration; "Laymen's Services to the
niversary of the May 1954 Su- and former Branch presidents People."
preme Court Decision outlaw- Atty. H. T. Lockard, th Rev. Host minister for the Milan
ing segregation in the nation's D. S. Cunningham, Jesse H. address will be the Rev. R. L.
public schools at a mass meet- Turner, along with the current Raiford.
ing to be held at 3:00 P.M. on president. the Rev. Ezekiel
Sunday, May 18, at the Missis- Bell. Music will be provided
Christ i a n
Boulevard
sippi
by the Douglass High School
Church.
Schola Cantorium directed In
This year's observance will Omar Robinson, Mr.
spotlight individuals who have
observance will be preled out in the Branch's more The
on
Saturday, May 17, by
ceded
The Lakeview Elementary
than fifty years struggle for
for Memberships. School PTA will hold its monthMarch
a
City
the
in
all
for
equal rights
Memberships will be solicited ly meeting in the school audiof Memphis.
of the city, and torium on Monday night. May
The program will be nar- in all parts
will be 19, at 7:30 p.m. All members
fide
participants
bona
Williams,
rated by Mr. Nat. D.
streamshoulder
by
identified
are asked to be present.
a teacher and Memphis historers.
James Wilson is PTA presiI
be
will
participants
ian. Other
The public is invited to the dent. Mrs. Lillian Walker is
historian and author, Lt. George
principal of the school.
W. Lee; retired educator and mass meeting.

NAACP To Cite Several

,At Mass Meet Sunday

Lakeview PTA Meets
At School Monday

CHILDREN'S PARADE — The Recreation
Department designed this gorgeous float of
gold and royal purple for their majesties
King Michael and Queen Marie riding in
the Children's Parade and representing
c hildren of the Tri-State area, Seated below

King Michael Johnson and Queen Ma rie
McNeal are, from left, Crown Prince Albert Walton, Crown Princess Zivia Wilson
and Princesses Mary Fultz and Lisa Jackson. (Withers Photo)

DENTAL SCHOLARSHIP — Mill% Sandra Joyce Berry of
2295 Drake, a senior and biology major at LeMoyne-Owen
College. has been awarded a $2,,500-a year dental scholar
ship from the American Fund for Dental Education. The
Proctor & Gamble Company is her sponsor.
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MemphisA Year Later:How Much Change?

still dominates. We have made
improvement, in the last year and confidently to make jobs, lems during the sanitation' Jesse H. Turner, a handsome Asked what he felt was going standing.
beginnings in terms of
small
sits
happen,
he
glasses,
a
to
"irk
rimless
with
replietL_
man
King
got
wins
.
He is the win
at all,
feed the strike and after its worldwhite people waking
and
black
MEMPHIS, Tenn. — (UPI) "Hell, that's wrong. They house the ill-housed,
situation.
most
as
vice
unpredictable
office
executive
an
in
to come here to support the
tragic climax.
— One year and six days after raised the sanitation worker's hungry."
Tri-State Our community has just not have committees. I don't think up and trying to remake the
president of the
police
director Bank and says of the King come to grips with the situaThis dispatch is not an at- Fire and
into a humane place.
Martin Luther King, Jr., was
sanitation strike. He was a city
and the hospital workers, and
tempt to assess Memphis, Frank Holloman says that slaying: "I think any impres- tion — jobs, facilities, integramurdered here, the tall, slim
the anni- "Even before Dr. King was
main organizer
they're tearing down slum which has been called "a sort when he took office on Jan. 1,
Negro who was standing besion made on the white com- tion, justice. And I don't think versary march this year and killed, there were meaningful
houses. In my opinion they've
of microcosm of the whole 1968, three months before the munity is superficial. They they intend to come to grips
side him when he was shot
the man who calmed the crowd confrontations b e tween the
all done quite a bit."
strode into Memphis' new, This observer was a white country" by Charles Holmes, assassination, he started a the community itself is dedicat- — to treat Negroes as airy after tear gas exploded. He white and black leadership."
who acts as a publicist in many program of community rela- ed to any change.
modernistic city hall that over- man.
would whites."
Did the assassination accel-.•
believes there has been racecity functions. It is a report tions that encouraged police- "A few white people are conlooks a magnificient stretch
these?
but:
erate
progress
relations
the
in
In
office
Centenary
his
Kyles himself was interview- on
some individual opinions men to mix with people, make cerned, but the number is so
of the Mississippi.
yes, definitely. But it
"Oh,
pasessentially
its
sat
Church
still
ed later. "At the beginning,"
is
Methodist
"Memphis
At the entrance, he passed he said, "the assassination did about what effect the King contact with the community.
small and the opposition so tor, the Rev. James M. Law- a town racist in mood, looking fell off. The racist demeanor
comthe
on
had
murder has
some verse graven on the
"The police department is massive that the results have son Jr., 40, who thinks his to the past and still excluding was not cracked."
make an impact on the comwhite marble wall, from "The munity. They got together munity. Those opinions in here to serve the citizens, been minimal. To a majority nonviolent creed is more radi- consideration of the black and
Judge Odell Horton of Crimcares.' white, black, yellow," Holloman of folks the killing was a shock
City," by the ancient Greek quickly and came up with a answer, ' M e mphis
than the -so-called mili- the poor. This becomes far inal Court — the second Necal
sharp
at
are
some instances
poet Alcaeus
"Memphis cares" organization variance. There are optimists said. "As far as we are con- — but that was short-lived."
tants." He had just been given more problematical than other gro in tennessee history to be"Not by her houses neat
cerned, they are all first-class Turner for eight yeicrs was the annual award of the Mem- cities because Memphis is very come a judge on that level —
They had a big public meeting. and pessimists and fatalists.
"Nor by her well-built
citizens. But it takes time to president of the local branch phis Catholic Coluicil on Hu- low on the economic scale.
said he believed white people
Memphis You saw the ReverMemphis is celebrating its get this philosophy across. of the NAACP and he still is man Relations for Futherancei "The plantation theory of here had not understood the
end Kyles going out the door.
national
"Not yet again
"Telephone operators would 150th anniversary. For years Why? lf you've got a state of vice chairman of the
of Brotherhood and Under-1 governmentfor the most part King philosophy and concepts.
is a memHe
NAACP.
"Neither by dock nor
of
board
time
from
existed
that's
mind
race
its
on
itself
prided
had
it
They wanted the world to
county court,
street
know that Memphis cared. relations. Then it found sudden on back, you don't wave a ber of the local
an administrative body,
"A city stands or fall
They didn't get too much done divisions and unsuspected prob- wand and end it."
"Bat by her men."
because they didn't care too
The lean man, a Baptist long.
preacher with a neat musyear and
tache and black-rim glasses, "Over-all, on the
of the slaytook the elevator he had taken as a direct result
I think that some fee
before — a year ago — to ing,
.• •
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make fiery speeches to the whites have gotten involved.
have
inblacks
gotten
More
City Council about the plight
By DR. JOHN HOPE FRANK- reason Negro Ameericans have ial order.
of city garbage workers, in volved."'
Billy Kyles. 34, had LIN
always believed that justice in But his death can be viewwhose cause King came to Samuel
in Memphis 10 years as
the United States was neither ed as a warning that the time
march during their prolonged been
3-part
of
series)
(Last
he stood on the motel balcony
even-handed nor color blind. is running out when we can
strike.
ofwere
flags
nation's
The
King on Apearly fallen victims solve any of our major probThis day he got off at the with the Rev. Dr.
ficially at half-mast, after They had
ril
1968.
4
of two sets of laws — one for lems peacefully. The violent
the
to
went
and
floor
second
yet
was
there
1968
4,
April
but
were preparing to go to
whites and one for blacks.
office of Mayor Henry Loeb, "We
death of a man of peace trighe re-i no indication that the dream of
one of the adversaries of the my house for dinner,"
gered a period of convulsive
highthe
seen
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they
Then
be
would
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Martin
Luther
sr.
if'
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almost
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"It
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This was at the Mayor's cy — but since the
its
for
regard
very sensitive ors and contracts from the gov- any American. It was too much incontinent in its
weekly Thursday "open house," tion, they are
about issues ernment that is supposed to be to ask black Americans to have own people without draining /
in which anybody can go in!and concerned
black commu- the government of all the peo- faith in this bizarre administra- Itself of its own vitality as,
and talk about anything toL that affect the
I
They've been quite in- pie. The dream of Martin Lath- tion of American justice where well as its own humanity.
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existed.
would not come true so little faith already
Perhaps it can recover, but! I
a discussion group from an't
Memphis and so long as the nation drained On the first anniversary of not without some strong re-I
integrated high school arrived 40 per cent of
1495P41
tranquility. its resources and offered the the death of Martin Luther solve — stronger than anything I
and the first question was: e xpect peace and
critical
are
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and
flower of its manhood in a King, it is fitting that we we have yet witnessed — to
"What are you doing about Housing
here.
war that few people fully coun- search for some meaning for become the vessel in which the I
race relations?"
"Things like housing. recrea- -The climate of the city?Itenanced or understood. And,us of his life and death. It is lives and hopes of all its people
killer felt safe. The!his dream turns into a night- no easy task. We lack perspec- can flourish and thereby bring I
tion, jobs. and this open house Well. the
bothered me so mare with the realization that tive: our emotions betray us. about the restoration of its own
that
thing
day," Loeb replied. "The reaflit-, in Germany, Korea, Viet Nam, A few things seem clear, how-i vitality. Is this requiring too I
mess
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son I have this day and that much is that we d been
how
about
and elsewhere, white American ever. What national anguish his much?
I answer every letter is that lering for years
Memphis is trying to better good race relations we had in:soldiers and black American death brought was shortlived,'
strikers during those trying Memphis. "The city of goodl soldiers do battle with one if indeed it existed at all.
I just appointed him and I told abode" — I think a black man another and contribut to that We do not seem to have movhim to do things for Memphis cOined the phrase. But the sani- polarization of the races of ed significantly toward the
goals he sought or even in ,the ,
— not just the black people." tation strike that lasted over which King despaired.
And surely the dream of Mar- direction of those goals. There
Later, young Joe Orgill III, two manths showed the real
tin Luther King would not come has been no large enlistment
head of a wholesale hardware hatred that existed.
, company. was sworn in for the -Has there been my im true if the trial of his accused of Americans in the causes for
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into
admini- national resolve to finish
mockery
server sid: "Here you have think
a wealthy member of the land- few people working quietly' stration of justice. With good task of creating a decent soced aristrocracy and Kyles, a
militant preacher who raised
himself by his own bootstraps, and the mayor said he
was sure they could get along
together.
"The Rev H. Ralph Jackson (one of the more outspoken Negro leaders) got up in
city hall on the anniversary of
the assassination and said
there had been DO change, no
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LEGAL NOTICE TO BIDDERS
Proposals will b• •accept•d
by the Memphis Housing Authority at Its office. 700 Adorns Aven
Memphis, Tenn•sseo, until
10t00 CleRly, COST, Monday May
26, 1969, for th• furnishing of
oll labor materials and equipment to modify on* (I) steel cos•mint window in each of approximately 1,066 apartments located
in Dizi• Horn•s, No. Tenn. 1-5
and 1-9, end Lauderdale Courts,
No. Tenn. 1-10.
Detailed proposal forms and
specifications are avoilabl• at
the Central Office, 700 Adams
.
Avenue, Memphis, Ton
Attention Is called to this fact
that not less than the minimum
wages set forth in the sp•ciflcatiers must be paid on by the conThe Contractor must
nectors.
onsur• that employees and applicants for employment are riot slis•
crlreinated aceinst bsicatis• of
th•Ir race, creed, color or nationol origin.
The Memphis Housing Autnotit), t;serviss Ow right to reject
any or ell bids or to waive any
informalitl•s in th• bidding.
d
All bidders shall be II
contractors as required by Chapter 135.4 Public Acts of 1945 of
Ph. General Assembly of the
is, and all AState of T
mendritants thereto Sub-contracting will not be p•rmitted. Th•
bidder's nano and contractor's
licens• number must be placed
on th• foc• of th• env•lop• containing th• bid documents. All
bidders must also hav• City of
Memphis Privilege license and
subunit evidence of sante in biddies,.
,
This document Is 1110111 •k.i I be
pert of the contract.
He bid shall be withdrawn far
a period of thirty (30) days subsequent/ to Ot opening of bids
wititeet the consent of the Memphis Housing Authority
MEMPHIS
HOUSING AUTHORITY
Drell* L•dhetter,
Sec unary

The8-hour loaf

ONE NIGHT ONLY
e
llUCIN
Mr.LouisDcdrymyle,known

to his friends
Indian
heritage, now
as "Chief" because of his
with John Ellis Chevrolet, solicits the node of the Negro
community with th• following

3,

IAL$!

Model

Full
Price

Monthly
Payments

Chev 11 Nova
Malibu
Belair
Impala
Caprice
Camaro

$1995
$2300
$2235
$2450
$2150
$2332

$56.43
$66.55
$64.39
$71.54
$81.41
$6762

With $295 DOWN

Call "Chief" today at Ellis Chevrolet and he will arrang•
for you the best car or truck deal in town, either Now or Used.

OM PAYMENT net necessary if qualified

JOHN SAS CHEVROLET CO.
3441 AIRWAYS - Op.. Nights, Sot & Sun til 6 p.m. - Phon• 332-3000

•

,, •

FRIDAY
NIGHT
May 16th

Fabulous Bargains!
RIDICULOUS LOW -PRICE SPECIALS
IN ALL STORES!

Carnival Midway!
GET DISCOUNT TICKETS IN ALL
SOUTHGATE STORES'

.•
•
•
•

FREE COFFEE
& Harlow's DONUTS
m
AT 900 P
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Rust Grads To Hear Governor Of Tennessee
The Honorable Buford EMing- 25: the graduation convoca- I The alumni will have lune*
ton, governor of Tennessee, tion will be held at 6 pm. the with Rust
Associates, a group
will deliver the commencement same day.
address at Rust College Presi- These will be the final iof mostly out-of-state friend:
dent W. A. McMillan has an- events of Senior Week, which iof the college. A representawill include an Honors and tive of the W. Clement Stone
nounced.
Governor Ellington is a na- Awards assembly, a Senior Foundation, which was largely
tive of Mississippi and receiv- Dedication Service and the!instrumental in securing ths
new library for Rust, will be
ed his education in the state. President's Reception.
He has been a trustee of Rust Saturday, May 24, will be present and speak. Nat D. Will.
Holly
at
College
Springs, Alumni Day. The "Niners," hams of WD1A, Memphis will
Miss., for several years.
members of classes ending in be the principal speaker at
A I umni-Senior
banquet
The Rev. James C. Peters "9" will be given special hon- the
of Winston- Salem N.C., will or. A panel from the class of May 29.
deliver the baccalaureate ser- 1929 will present a profile of Approximately 80 seniors are
mon at 8 a.m. Sunday, May "Rust Yesterday and Today." candidates for degrees.

Big timefavortti M
tNIVERSAL MANAGERS' MEET — District managers from Universal Life
Insurance Company's 36 branch offices ad the four assistant agency directors supervising the company's regional zones were greeted at the home
office by officers, administrative staff and home office tour guides upon
their arrival here recently for a four-day Managers' Institute. The sales
and administrative training sessions, held at Holiday Inn-Downtown, were
directed by Vice President-Agency Director G. T. Howell. who was assisted
by H. A. Caldwell, assistant agency director-training; Mrs. Helen H. Bowens,

Grandmother Approves Mallory Knights' Deeds
After having received a plaque for outstanding civic work
as founder and general director of the Mallory Knights
Charitable Organization, Harry L. Strong visited his 94year-old grandmother, Mrs. Ida
B. Strong of 750 Olympic st..
and showed it to her.
Mrs. Strong, widow of the
late Prof. Mertis Strong, a
teacher in the Shelby County
School System for more than
50 years, could not be present for the banquet staged at
Holiday Inn, South Third. for
Mr. Strong by a group of appreciative citizens because of
a recent severe heart attack.
But Mrs. Strong was thrilled
at the honor bestowed on her
grandson, and commented, "I
hardly have words to express
how proud I am, and I strongly urge all of the people of
Memphis and Shelby County
to support this organization.
"And if I were a year or two
younger. I would join with my
grandson in this most worthwhile work. There is much
discomfort and unrest in this
world, but through men like
Rev. D. E. Herring and others
in the Mallory Knights that
something is being done tor
the poor and underprivileged
of the community,Mrs
Strong said.
Persons who would 'like to
contribute to he cause of :issisting those who cannot help
themselves are asked to send
their donations to: Mallory
Knights Charitable Organization, 280 Hernando Street, Memphis, Tenn.

A

agency secretary; and the regional assistant agency directors, L. B. Sims,
California and Texas; J. J. Johnson, Mississippi and Louisiana, J. B. Willams, Virginia; and E. L. Young, Tennessee. Missouri, Arkansas and Oklahoma-. W. E. Bates, district manager of Memphis, was presented banners
for "Manager of the Year — 1968" and "Ordinary District of the Year —
1968" during a dinner-dance held for the managers in the Sheraton-Peabody
Skyway Ballroom. A. Maceo Walker, president of the company, and officers
of the Universal Life are seen here with the visitors. (Hooks Bros. Photo)

The8-hourloaf

THE MOST BEAUTIFULLOOKIN SOUND!
r
ArAtiviif
CONSOLE STEREO

1969

DEPARTMENT STORES
A keleeadkok *oda"Aetaieffig

LOOK AT WOOLCO'S LOW, LOW PRICES!

Presenting...the ultimate
expression in finefurniture elegance and
superb sound reproduction.
(CITING 1969

PROUD GRANDMOTHER — Admiring
plaque awarded recently to her grandson,
Harry L. Strong, founder and director of
the Mallory Knights Charitable Organize.
—

Lion, is Mrs. Ida B. Strong of 750 Olympics
st., who could not be present for the banquet honoring him. Mrs. Strong is 94.
(Withers Photo)

DECORATOR GROUP SERIES

SOLID-STATE CONSOLE STEREO
Featuring Deluxe FM/AM/Stereo
FM Radio ... the Ultimate
in Convenience Features
Advanced Integrated Circuitry in Stereo FM Radio
• 10-Pushbutton Studio Control Panel
Tape Input,Output and Stereo Headphone Jacks
• Provision for Optional Extension Speakers

HAVERTY'S

9
6
9

The SIBELIUS • Model Z960W
Distinct:ve Modern styled cabinet in genuim,
oil-finished Walnut veneers and select hardwood
,olids Pivotal louvered doors direct the sound where you
want it Center-lift I;d, interior light, record storage space.

SAY
eg

NO MONEY DOWN 9950.,
er

9-DRAWER TRIPLE DRESSER
BEDROOM IN FRENCH PROVINCIAL STYLING

ALL THESE WOOLCO EXTRAS INCLUDE:

A be-autiful example of old-svorld charm and workmanship.
Rich cherry finish on select hardwood veneers and solids. A
great buy for furniture of this design and quality. Includes
triple dresser, framed landscape mirror, 3-drawer chest and
panel headboard.

MONTHS TO PAY

• FREE DELIVERY

•FREE SERVICE

• NO TRADE —IN

•NO DOWN PAYMENT

• HONEST eRICES

LOW FINANCING
•

•SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

•YOU DEAL ONLY WITH WOOLCO

Shop One of HAVERTY'S Conveniently Located Stores
157 So. Main 526-5906
r•• Parking. All•nborg G•rege

LAURELWOOD

WHiTEHAVHEN

450 Peiikins Exta. 685-8277
Fre* P•rking $111111d• S70

4212 Hwy. 51 So. 396 9496
fro* Perking Onside Store

?i46K AVE,

3230 JACKSON AVE.

EASTGATE

In Gateway Mall

5100 Pork Avenue

SOUTHGATE
1 182.3 So. Third S!reet

t
i
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Federal Reserve's Brimmer To Give
Commencement Address At TSU

Macedonia Baptist
To Install Minister
Macedonia Baptist Church atj
1444 Austin st., has selected for
the post of its new minister
the Rev. ?dose Pleasure, r.
The Rev. Mr. Pleasure will
be formally presented to the
Memphis and Shelby County
community in a service of installation on next Sunday May
18, at 3 p.m. A reception will
follow in the Educational Annex.
The oldest of five children,
the new pastor was born in
Mobile, Ala. Educated in the
public schools of New Orleans.
he attended Dillard University
there and was graduated cum
laude with the class of 1954.
The following year he received his bachelor of divinity degree from the Interdenominational Theological Center in Atlanta.
The minister received both
REV. MOSE PLEASURE
of his graduate degrees on
scholarships from the Ford and
Rockefeller Foundations. He is Churches, Brunswick, Ga.: and
a member of the Theta Phi New Rocky Valley Baptist
International
Church, Grambling, La.
He is married to the former, Delivering the installation
Miss Bernice Parker of Birm- sermon will be the Rev. Mose
ingham. They are the parents' E. Pleasure, Sr., minister of
of two children.
the New Testament Baptist
His former pastorates have Church of Memphis, and father
been Beulah Baptist Church„ of the younger Rev. Pleasure.
Quitman, Ga.; First African The public is invited to the
Baptist and New Hope Baptist installation and reception.

NASHVILLE — A member B.D. and M.A. degrees at How- to advise the Sudan Govern
of the Board of Governors of ard University, and the Ph.D. ment on the establishment of
the Federal Reserve System, at Boston University. He has a central bank.
Washington, D. C., Dr. Andrew done further study at Harvard, For three years (1958-61) he
F. Brimmer, will be com- Colorado. and Hebrew Univer- was assistant professor of
mencement speaker at Ten- sity, Jerusalem, Israel.
economics at Michigan State
nessee A4k1 State University, He has served as chaplain at University. Also he taught at
Sunday, June 8.
Kentucky State College and the University of California
Dr. Brimmer will be speak- Tusitegee Institute; dean of Berkeley) and City College
ing at 6:00 p.m. in Kean Hall. the School of Religion at Bis- of the City University of New
The baccalaureate will be hop Cillege, Marshall, Texas; York. In July, 1961, he joined
held at 10 a.m. that same day, and dean of students at Lang- the Wharton School of Finance
when the Rev. Daniel W. Wynn, ston. In addition he has pas- and Commerce, University of
of the Deaprtment of Educa- tored a church.
Pennsylvania, and was on
tional
Institutions,
United
leave of absence from PennLouisiana
and
carBorn
in
Methodist Church, Nashville,
ried to Bremerton, Wash., at sylvania when he was appointwill deliver the sermon.
ed Deputy Assistnt Secretary
by
President 17 years of age, Dr. Brimmer for Economic Affairs in the
Nominated
and
bachelor's
earned
both
the
Johnson February 28, 1966, as
U.S. Department of Commerce.
a member of the Board of master's degrees in econ mica He resigned from Pennsylvania
WashingUniversity
of
at
the
Governors of the Federal Reupon his appointment to the
serve System, the nomination ton in Seattle. He was a Full. Board of Governors.
in
India
(1951bright
Fellow
was unanimously confirmed
by the Senate. President John- 52); attended Boston Univer- His military service includes
son signed the Commission on sity (1952-55). receiving the about a year overseas; he was
March 4, and Dr. Brimmer Ph. D. there (1957) concentrat- a staff sergeant when dischargtook the oath of office at the ing in monetary economics and ed.
Dr. Brimmer was presented
White House on March 9, 1966. international trade.
At the time of his appoint- While doing graduate work, the Arthur S. Fleming Award
ment, Dr. Brimmer was serv- Brimmer held fellowships and February 17, 1966, as one of
ing as assistant secretary of assistantships at the Univer- the 10 outstanding young men
Commerce for Economic Af- sity of Washington, Harvard in government service. He was
fairs a position to which he University, and the Massachu- cited for general excellence
was appointed by President sett Institute of Technology. during his tenure as Assistant
Johnson in January 1965.
For more than three years he Secretary, and in particular,
Associate director of the de- was an economist with the Fed- for superior performance in
partment, Dr. Wynn is a eral Reserve Bank of New supervising the voluntary busigraduate of Langston (Okla- York during which time he ness balance of payments prohoma) University, earned the served on a three-man mission gram.

Sc

LAUNCH UNITY DRIVE — Dr. Joseph H.
Jackson, president of the National Baptist
Convention, USA, Inc., is seen here with
President Richard M. Nixon, who announced his support of the National Unit Drive

sponsored by the National Baptist CIMINOlion USA, Inc. The drive is designed to
"save the soul of this nation through the
practice of justice, freedom and equality
for all Americans."

Nixon Announces His Support
of Baptists' Drive For Unity

who has achievement."
President Richard M. Nixon letter to Dr. Jackson,
been president of the Baptist Student applicants are all has publicly announced his sup- Convention since 1953, that he ready being screened by the
port of the National Unity strongly concurred in the or- Negro organization for summer
Drive sponsored by the Nations ganization's sentiment that all work. Dr. Jackson said his ofAmericans must "rise above fice has received applications
1Baptist Convention USA, Inc., race, creed, and party in order from "as far away as Calior- to work together to preserve fornia, Alabama, and New Jer[' which is the largest Negro
this Nation as a democratic sey."
nation.
the
ganization
in
Dr. Hollis F. Price. presi- seniors first asked him to be
and just society.
The recruitment campaign
dent of LeMoyne-Owen, has'their cnnmencement speaker
Launched recently by Rev. "I
support
wholeheartedly
is
being directed by officers of
accepted an invitation from May 26.
Dr. Joseph H. Jackson, presi- such an objective," the ltter the convention, and churches,
the college's 110 graduating President Price,
who anseniors to deliver the annual nounced last
National Conven- said, -and wish you great suc- ministers, and school placesummer his inten- dent of the
cess inyour efforts to seek its ment services.
baccalaureate address at 6 tion to
of Olivet Baption
and
pastor
retire at the end of
p.m., May 25
this school year. will continue tist Church, Chicago, the Unity
He agreed to give the bac- to serve as i president of the
campaign has been endorsed by
I WAS ON MY WAY TO THE GRAVEYARD, ALMOST DEAD,
calaureate address after the college until trustees select his
nearly 30,000 churches; 28,000 SAYS MRS. EMMA IVY, 1322 E. 47th St.
successor.
ministers, and mere than six
CHICAGO, ILL 60615
Commencement speaker will and a half million persons who
Drinking was killing ma, I
rs. Price Guest
be Dr. Frederick D. Patterson make up the Baptist National started winking when I was 14
of New York, a well known Convention.
years old and continued until I
educator. He is president of
could finish a fifth o day. I craved
the Phelps-Stokes Fund, found- National Unity is designed to whiskey, wh'skey, whiskey! It was
er of the United Negro College "save the soul of this Nation ruining me not only financially,
,Fund and a fromer president through the practice of justice, but with my family also. My husgiven up hop• on
I of Tuskegee Institute in Ala- freedom, and equality for all band had almost
Mrs. Hollis H. Price. guid- bama.
Americans" in a spirit of good- ma. I didn't care about my app•oronce, nor my life, just one more
ance counselor at Booker T. Baccalaureate
and
com- will.
drink. Yes, I was facing death
Washington High School will be mencement will be held on
when I went to site REV. COSTOthe guest speaker at the month- campus in front of Brownlee It is an attempt by the Ne- NIE,
bridge
the
i
gro
organization
to
ly meeting of Emmanuel Epis- Hall.
REV COSTONIE prayed for me
gap between black and white and laid his har.ds on me. From
copal Churchwomen, Sunday,
Americans, as well as, an ef- that mom•nt on no longer felt th•
May 18.
fort to redu;:e tension between urge to drink. I became nauseated
The ladies will be in Co r- ,
the races and heal battle scars wh•n I even smelled my favorite
porate Communion at the 7:30
brand. I couldn't biliev• that this
suffered during the Negroes' was
celebration of the Holy Euchar-1
really happening to me; iust
MRS. EMMA IVY
struggle for equality.
ist, followed by breakfast and
an hour before I saw REV. COSthe meeting, Mrs. Price will
Dr. Jackson said that his or- TONIE, I had hod th• desire to take o "short ono." and now itmad•
speak from the subject: "The.
to smell it. He prayed for me once •
ganization,
which is the largest me sick on the stomach even
Role of the Church in School The
sure
I was safe from temptation.
make
week
to
Christian Service Club single group of .Negro Christiand Community Crisis."
My husband and I will be able to build up Our savings that I had
will hold a meeting on Sunday, ans, would employ high school spent
on liquor, all because of REV. COSTONIE and his amazing
Open forum will follow the
May 18, in the home of Mrs. and college students around the way of prayer. Believe me, anyone with a problem, marital, money,
address. Hostesses for the
Willie Ada Clark at 1018 N. country to carry the Unity or health should see this roan who hos h•lp•d hundreds of peopl•
meeting will be Mesdames
Seventh st. Apt. 3, beginning message to grass root people overcome their problems. WA 4.4969 Is the number to call for en
Pauline Allen, Irene Ankton, at 3 p.m.
appointment. Or out of towners write to him at 927 East 47th Street.
across the nation.
Freddie Mae Allen and Joyce
Chicago, Illinois.60653 Meet me at his church at 5001 South Ellis
Mrs. Bettie Dotson is presiArchie.
Avenue on Sundays ot 1 p.m. for there Is so much more to tell about
summer
staff
The
full-time
The church is located at 425 dent, Mrs. Earnestine Roberts are to contact service organi- this man wno is truly a miracle-worker, with prayer. My husband
secretary, and Mrs. Jannie
gave his permission for my picture and story to be told so others
Cynthia pl.
zations, fr a t ernal groups, suffering like I wos may be helped. As REV. COSTONIE soys"with
Dillion assistant secretary.
Mrs. Clark is club reporter. youth agencies, churches and God all things ore possible."
their religious bodies in an efFAITH TEMPLE CHURCH
fort to rally our cultural, moral
economic, political, and spirit927 E. 47th STREET
ual strength for solutions to the
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60653
many problems that divide us,S
President Nixon stated in hisi
Annual Men's Day will be
observed at the New Bethel ,
Baptist Church at 2215 Stovall' The annual tea of Hamilton
ave., on Sunday. May 18. at High School was presented in
2:30 p.m. The public is invited. the school auditorium by the
The guest speaker will be PTA on May 4, and included
Rev. J. B. Webb. Members of a fashion show.
the True Vine Baptist Church The organization wishes to
will be guests. Vashon L. Har- thank all committees, patrons,
dy will be master of cere- participants
and
merchants
monies.
Who supported the project.
Roosevelt Williams is chair- Mrs. Joseph Simmons is
man of Men's Day and Jesse president of the PTA and Mrs.,
V. R. Goodman in charge of
Holloway co-chairman.
Rev. G. G. Brown is minis- publicity.
ter and Mrs. Alberta Miller Oliver Johnson is principal
reporter.
of the school.

Dr. Price Will Deliver
Baccalaureate Address
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Speaker For Women
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Service Club
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Save 2 Ways
EyerydayLowPrices
Plus Quality Stamps

TOPS In performance, equipped with a big 383 Cu. in.,
V-8 engine • Red Streak wide oral tires • 4-speed transmission • heavy duty brakes • rallye suspension • rallye
luster instrument panel • ramcharger hood
g in appearance with Rumble,Bee racing tripes • all
nyl interior • chrome door post,mouldings • electric
clock • full carpeting • vinyl roof • deluxe wheel covers.

BIG

/STAR

Tops in quality at only$3138
FOR A 110NEY OF A BUY BUZZ INTO

CHUCK HUTTON CO.

1170 UNION

"49 Years With Dodge
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N. Y. Bank Refinances
Urban Renewal Projects
The Chemical Bank of New
York was the successful bidder
Tuesday for $5,075,000 in temporary loan notes to refinance
two Urban Renewal projects
administered by the Memphis
Housing Authority.
A low bid of 4.33 per cent
interest rate on the Court Avenue
I and Court Avenue III
ins
notes, which will be issued for
Rev. P. L. Rowe will give six months, was submitted by
the vesper baccalaureate ad- Chemical Bank.
dress at Geeter High School on
Four other bids were receiv
Sunday, May 18, at 5 p.m. in ed, ranging up to 4.58 per cent
the school gymnasium, and in interest rates.
Under new regulations by the
the Rev. E. L. Brown will give
the commencement address on U. S. Housing and Urban
Wednesday, May 21, at 8 p.m. Development Department, the
The Rev. Mr. Rowe is pas- notes for the two projects were
tor of First Baptist Church consolidated into one sale. In
Chelsea, and the Rev. Mr. previous years the notes have
Brown the minister of Mt. been marketed separately. Last
year, the interest rates for the
Pisgah CME Church.
The school invites parents two separate sales averaged
and friends of the school to be 3.82 per cent.
present for both programs. Last year, the two sales toSome 135 young men and worn- tailed $6,720,000, compared with
en expect to graduate in the the total of $5,075,000 this year.
class of 1969.
The $1,645,000 reduction repreThe eighth grade promotional sents the amount of develop.
exercises will be held on Tues- ment progress in the two Urday, May 27, at 8 p.m.
ban Renewal areas.

Two Ministers
Will Address
f
Geeter s Grad

by Joe Black

HOEHN HAS GOT IT!

liCEPTION FOR FOUNDERS — With the assistance of
members of JUG', Inc., the boys and members for the
board of directors, a reception was given at the Goodwill
Boys' Club of Memphis for past and future Founders Club
members, and seen serving refreshments to founders is
Mrs. Jean Johnson of the J.U.G.s., Inc., Founders include

IWO BEST PLACES TO GET
MORE CAR III YOUR MONT!
sow ro

Individuals and organizations which contributed $50.00 or
more to the club last year. Harold R. Shaw, Sr., of Universal Life Insurance Company, is chairman of this year's
fund drive. The reception nciuded a talent show from the
boys. A special edition of the club's newspaper, "The Soul
Creeper," was presented to all guests.

Rights Leader To Speak To Tougaloo's Alumni
TO UG ALOO Miss. — The As executive of the Com- master's from Bostm Univer- branch of the NAACP. In 1965
Rev. Charles E. Cobb, execu- mittee for Racial Justice, the
he hec7me the first Negro
sity in Sacred Theology.
tive coordinator of the Corn- Negro leader coordinates the
run for the office of mayor
After serving as director of of SprinIfield.
mittee for Racial Justice of the activities of the National AgenUnited Church of Christ, will cies of the United Church, its St. Mark Social Center in Bosbe guest speaker for the Tou- conferences and local church- ton from 1945 to 1946, he was The Rev. Mr. Cobb helped
galoo Alumni Banquet on May es toward improved race re- minister of St. John's A.M.E. to found the Pastors' Council
31. The annual event, a part lations, civil rights, fair em- Church in Frankfort, Ky.. from of Springfield and served as its
of Tougaloo's 99th commence- ployment, housing and educa- 1947 to 1951 when he was called president for 14 Years. He is on
ment exercises, will be held tion. He also serves as a mem- to the Springfield church. He the board of directors of the
at 7:30 p.m. in Warren Hall. ber of the staff of the denomi- took his present post with the Hampden Count,- Association
for Retarded Children and
The Rev. Mr. Cobb, whose nation's Cauncil for Chris- United Church in 1966.
Family Service of Springfield.
office is in New York, was for- tian Social Action.
He served on the MassachuMarried to the former Marmerly minister of St. John's Born in Durham, N. c., in
setts Governor's Advisory Corn- tha B. Kendrick of Washington
Congregational Chur ch in 1914, the Rev. Mr. Cobb gradand the father of four children,
Springfield, Mass., where he uated from North Carolina Col- mittee on Civil Rights and ,
was a member of the executive he makes his home in White
was active in mediating racial lege there in 1940. He received
committee of the Springfield'Plains. N.Y.
tensions and working for civil a bachelor of divinity degree
rights.
from Howard University and a l

367 Union
527-4471
2989 Summit,
993-5594

We're living through a rough period today
in these United States. On the one hand, the
social revolution is opening new doors for minority groups. And these same advancements
are creating attitudes of discord and confusion.
Black people are being challenged to take advantage of the new rights they've won. Yet
many don't know how.They don't know where
to go or what to do. They just don't know where
to start. But, what good is an opportunity if
you can't find it? Well, to that end, let me tell
you about an organization called the National
Association of Market Developers. It's a black
organization, vitally interested in developing
the potential of black youth. How? Well, by
talking to youngsters at schools and colleges
and discussing goals and interests.
The N.A.M.D.encourages those youngsters
to stay with their education as a direct means
of landing a better job. Recently, they've added
a scholarship to their annual awards as a further inducement for bright youngsters from.
underprivileged homes.
If you know youngsters who are a little uptight about their future, tell them to ask
their teachers how to get in touch with the
National Association of Market Developers.
Market Developers can help steer young black
people in the riglit direction. And very often,
a little steering by the right people at the right
time can make a big difference in a youngster's
future. And like it's always been ... if you wait
for the future to think about your future, it's
already past!

.76t0T42ck
Vice President
The Greyhound Corporation

BUY U.S.

BONDS

Make the most
of their
"Wonder Years"

IF TOMMY GRANT CAN'T SAVE YOU
MONEY ON A 1969 IMPALA, HE
DOESN'T DESERVE YOUR BUSINESS.
See Tommy Grant
...for an outstanding buy
on a low mileage 1969
Impala 2-Door or 4-Door
Hardtop. Equipped with
air conditioning, power
steering, and automatic
Other
transmission.
power options available.

Special This Week Only!

PLASTIC
COVERS
$7495
84" sofa with
matching chair

SAVE UP TO $1000.00

With vacation time for school children almost
here, protect your furniture with our zip-on custom-made plastic covers. Choose from dear
plastic or color tints. Cut and fitted in your
home.

Bank Financing Arranged

Budget Terms • Free Estimates

PROTECTIVE PUSTIC COVER CO.
Ph. 452-6541
3229 Summer
Open 9 to 5 Monday thru Friday

Shop Where
Your
Business
Is
Appreciated
No.1 — 3471 Poplar at Higidonel
No.2 -.1471 Florida at Parkway
No.4

549 South Porkwoy East

No.6

641 Chelsea

t4e.12 — 3.152 Johnson
No.14

4701 Highway 51 So

NO. 16-315 W. Mitchell Rd.
No. 17

No. g —

No.26 —,5201 Highway 61 ie

Macon Rood

No. 9 — 2219 F!oriaa
— 1478 Notional
1506 East Broadv.ay
(Pipet AiDenoohis)

•

No.15 — 2481 Dwight Rood

No.7 — 452 East Shay/ Drive
4280

The"Wonder Years'one through
twelve,are the formative years
when you can do the most for
your child's growth
During these years your children
develop in many ways—actually grow
to 90% of their adult height. Every
delicious slice of Wonder Bread is
carefully enriched with foods for
growing bodies and minds.The"Wonder
Years" come only once. Make the most
silleibu
"""m""tit
or pk.
of them. Serve your children fr'
nutritious Wonder Bread.

4571

OtitIC•

No.27 — 1693 Lauclorciolo
No. 48 — 2458 Chelsea Avenue
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Helps build
strong bodies 12 ways

4814..46.4464

The Big Parade

KEEP OUT, FRIEND!
-uakommost,.....M11111111111
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Put White Church
Leaders On Spot
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Editor — Serigstacke Newspapers
Here comes a new 20th century Robin Hood galloping out of the Black Forest into the sanctuary of
the white churches, seizing the collection boxes, taking the money from the white rich mad giving it to
the black poor.
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Such may have been the impression of startled
white members of the famous Riverside Church in
New York City last Sunday.

Serving 1,000,000 Negroes in the Tri-State Area

James Forman, the brainy boss of SNICK and a
former stringer correspondent for the Chicago Defender, interrupted the Riverside Church service,
grabbed the pulpit and read his Black Manifesto.
The Black Manifesto, as you may
have read before, demands $500,000,000
in "reparations" from the white churches and synagogues. In the words of the
manifesto this sum breaks down to "$15
per nigger."
The manifesto was adopted, after a
stormy Session, by the National Black
Economic Development Conference held
recently in Detroit. The document insists
that our capitalist system has totally
exploited the black American.

A Shaft Of Hope
The pace toward self-criticism and which asked that a blue ribbon task
meaningful integration in colleges and force be established to deal with the
universities is being accelerated by cur- subject of meaningful integration.
rent events. Though some Northern
In March the federal government
centers for higher learning have been cited both the University and the six
slow to accommodate themselves to the state colleges in Maryland for operating
racial imperative of the day, they are a segregated system of higher educanow trying to get in steps with the in- tion. Both the University and the colescapable movement of history.
leges were given 120 days to come up
What is of great significance is with a satisfactory desegregation plan
that forces within the faculties of the or face the eventual loss of about $30heretofore recalcitrant institutions are million in federal assistance.
providing the catalyst for the transforThe report, which was circulated
mation and transition sought by those to selected students, teachers and adwho believe in democratic principiles.
ministrators two weeks ago, concedes
The University of Maryland, which
that the University "is orientated prihas been sharply upbraided for dragmarily towards the dominant while eleging its feet on integration is a case in
ments of American culture in its curpoint. In a comprehensive and critical riculum, its faculty, and its student
report aimed at furthering desegregabody."
tion, a University of Maryland "blue
The report also determined, for exribbon committee" has urged the adone
mission of high-risk students whose ample, that the University has just
and
professor
full
rank
of
the
qualifications would ordinarily not jus- Negro at
just two associate professors. There are
tify admission.
the
At the same time, the 30-member more than 2000 faculty members at
Campus
Park
College
group, called the Committee on Integra- University's
tion, recommended that the University alone.
The report substantiates the comestablish a black studies major and
stugather striking evidence of the present monly stated grievance of black
environPark
College
dents that the
extent of racial segregation.
ment is a hostile one. The committee's
12
of
consisting
committee,
The
of hope
faculty members, seven students and 11 recommendations lend a shaft
question
of how
administrators, was appointed last Au- brightening the age-old
acthe
gust by the president of the University to do away with segregation in
at the request of the University Senate ademic community.

Africa Without de Gaulle
In due t i m e, metropolitan
France will recover from the sudden abdication of President de
Gaulle. What is problematic is the
destiny of French Africa whose economic security and stability depended largely on the generous aid given by the French under de Gaulle.
The commercial ties and other
financial links that the French
President had wrought into a solid
chain of relations between the former French colonies and France, will
no doubt be cut asunder. There was
considerable opposition to the de
Gaulle overseas policy. It was only
through the sheer might of his
over-powering personality that the
French President succeeded in beating down the enemies of his African policy.
French politicians, whether,to
the left or to the right, hold in common the view that the free French
African states should evolve their
own mechanism of survival. And
that under no circumstances should
they be treated as dependencies
draining the French treasury of
funds that could be put to better
use on the home front.
The truth in the matter is that
those former colonies have neither
the natural resources nor the industrial know-how to sustain their

own economy. The sum spent annually by France to keep the French
African states going is in the
billions.
De Gaulle had a sentimental attachment to French Africa that
grew out of historical developments. During the Second World
War, when France was at the mercy
of the Nazi forces, it was Gen.
Eboue, the first black Governor of
French Equatorial Africa, who kept
the territory under him away from
German hands and who made it
possible for the "Free French" soldiers under Gen. de Gaulle to have
a home base from which to operate.
Following the war and the death
of the black Governor, Madame
Eboue was elected to the French
Senate. She was the first African
woman to be so honored. Her political success was attributed to Gen.
de Gaulle's personal concern and influence.
All this is now dead history.
There is no one in France today
who is willing to pay the price that
('harks de Gaulle, as President of
France, paid for black Africa's
friendship. The question that preoccupies the public mind is: What
will French Africa do now that their
great benefactor is no longer in
power?

Rights Chief Defends Nixon
The head of the Justice Department's Civil Rights Division
stoutly defended the Nixon Administration's record in a speech before the 58th annual meeting of the
Anti-Defamation League of B'nai
B'rith, where former Vice President Hubert H. Humphrey a day
earlier had questioned the Administration's basic commitment to civil
rights.
Assistant Attorney General
Jerris Leonard, condemned "those
who would prejudge the Administration and its commitment to equal
opportunity." He called on Clifford
A. Alexander of the Equal Employment Opportunities Commission to
get out of govarnment.
His attack on Alexander, who
has resigned the chairmanship of

the Commission, gives validity to
the current impression that the Administration will not exercise itself
over civil rights and equal opporttunities. It becomes apparent that
Mr. Nixon intends to keep his promise to the South that he would
soft-pedal enforcement of the civil
rights Acts wherever and whenever possible.
Alexander resigned as commission chairman because the White
House failed to back him up after
he was upbraided by the Senate Minority Leader Everett M. Dirksen.
Former Vice President Humphrey had cited the Alexander episode
as one of a number of confusing and
contradictory indications of the
Nixon Administration on civil
rights.

1
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The white religious institutions were chosen as
a target because, the manifesto reads, "the white
Christian churches and Jewish Synagogues are part
and parcel of the system of capitalism."

Azolikr1
4'4a
.r107

James Forman, of course, has long held that capitalism is for the birds and should be scrapped.

MY VIEW

Black Students—Helping? Hurting?

Forman has a budget for spending the religious
loot. The manifesto states that $200,000.000 should go
to establish a Southern land bank for the evicted
black farmers, $150,000,000 for a black university in
Dixie and the remaining millions for such things as
a research training center, publishing houses and
communication media.

on blacks who want separation, why
Never a dull Sunday is promised by Forman and
not go slow on the South by net en- his militant friends and they express the hope in their
Black students in black colleges forcing compliance on the guidelines? document that the
white religious leaders will turn
and universities, as well as in white in- This will provide a nice excuse for the over the dotch
peacefully,
adhering to their docrine of
stitutions, could be hurting black insti- Nixon administration to go soft on the non-violence.
tutions more than they are helping South.
This daring scheme is calculated to upset the rethem. Negro students on some campuses
Nor is this all. Black studnits are
dormisegregated
ligious
demanding
leadership in the nation which has shown,
have been
hurting black colleges when they deother
and
only,
blacks
despite
much pious rhetoric, very little enthusiasm
for
courses
tories,
mand more black faculty and more
for
forcing
a change in the status of blacks in Amerithat
demands
black students for white institutions
can
society.
There have been some exceptions and all
would exclude
and go out recruiting them. They are
of
us
acknowledge
ourt debt to those Jewish and white
whites. The Fedhelping the white institutions to raid
Christian
religious
leers who have fought for civil
eral Government
Negro colleges of their faculties and
has been opposed
rob Negro colleges of some bright rights and have shown by their deeds where they
to black dormiblack scholars they would otherwise stand. May their tribe increase.
tories and anyget. While the Negro students in the
Perhaps these black radicals are mindful of the
thing else on the
North are hurting black colleges, some fact that many of our religious bodies readily come
campuses that
Negro students in the South are hurt- up with millions for missionary work in black
Africa.
smacks of segreing black colleges by insisting on an all- Over the last century vast sums have been spent by
gation. The Unitblack faculty, driving out all the white white American missionary efforts to flood the
Afried Press Internateachers and all white trustees. This can bush with bibles and bring the message of
the
tional carried an article May second means that the blacks in the North are
"fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of man" to
stating that the Nixon administratioh urging white administrations to pick
the hungry heathens.
was expected to move to "withdraw its black scholars wherever they can find
The missionaries went to Africa to do good, and
requests that colleges and universities them, and black students in the South
desegregate their black studies pro- are saying bring us black scholars and as one wit remarked, they did well.
grams and facilities." This change would no white ones. With the scarcity of
It appears that the black radicals feel you have
permit the institutions to establish "all- black scholars, this would mean only
to shock American whites to get them to act. The
black programs which some campus mil- the weakening of black colleges. If we
shock theory has been successful in some instances.
itants have demanded."
are as concerned as we say we are It is an old revolutionary
technique which works as
If the Nixon administration per- about blackness — black control, black long as it does not stimulate a counter-revolution that
mits, it is one step away from segre- power, and the like — we should be is big enough to swallow the revolutionaries. In the
gated dormitories. If there are dormi- against any move that would weaken current mood, however, blacks who are alienated
could
tories for blacks and no whites allowed. what is definitely our own.
care leas about a counter-revolution.
I cannot believe that these stuwhy not dormitories for whites and no
This Black Manifesto must be regarded as fresh
blacks allowed? If the Nixon admini- dents are doing this to tear down or
evidence
of the despair felt in black America and
stration does this, and this is what weaken black institutions. I do think,
black students want, it would be in line however, that they have not thought it also as a testimonial to the bankruptcy of our national
with the administration's apparent through. There is a paradox here. Work- leadership in dealing with the problems of race and
policy to go slow on enforcing the guide- ing from two wholly unrelated per- poverty in our time.
lines requiring desegregation of schools spectives, the black students north and
Studying the black manifesto, one could also see
by a certain time. Black students who the black students south are helping very clearly that at the bottom of the well
is the face
are demanding some form of segre- to undermine the black colleges. It of famine in the world of affluence. It is
the eternal
gation for blacks only are doing their would be fine if white Northern in- contest between the haves and the have nots.
share to slow up the desegregation pro- stitutions would recruit slum stuStrip away the racial rhetoric and the issue
cess and helping to saddle segregation dents, black and white, who otherwise
upon the nation for another fifty years. would never get to college. Black stu- boils down to how wealth is distributed in our society.
It is to the enlightened self-interest of our national
If the Nixon administration goes easy dent: Helping or Hurting?
- — leadership to make certain that this distribution is
equitable, regardless of what you call the system.
•
Although economic measurers may not eliminate
racism in the society, the current 'infrest in black
America would not have developed if millions of blacks
were not forced to live in abject poverty.
such thing would
By BENJAMIN E. MAYS

A Point Of View

By NAT D. WILLIAMS

NAME THE GAME FAITH

in its own particular style.
heretofore, in the 36-year-old
history of the Jubilee, most of
the gyrations of the youthful
musicians and majorettes have
been performed before a special reviewing stand in Handy
Square on Beale Street. This
year the colorful parade was
zeroed in on Main Street. It
went over.

Dr. R. Q. Venson, founder
and director of the traditionclad Memphis Cotton-Makers
Jubilee, is a man of great
faith . . and courage. He has
faith in the good. sense and basic attitudes of the black people of Memphis. Dr. Venson
also has faith in the white people of Memphis.
It went all right because
He demonstrated this faith Dr. Venson did not succumb
last week, when he went ahead to the fears of some members
with his plans to stage the of his Association and of the
Grand Jubilee Parade. For the general public that hoodlums
first time Jubilee musical and would take advantage of the
marching units took the center situation provided by a downof the stage in Memphis' town parade and resort to lootCourt Square Each unit per- ing. arson, and other forms
formed at least two minutes of violence. Dr. Venson didn't

believe any
happen.6It didn't.

Some folk just knew that
things would get out of hand
on Beale Street when the
marching units appeared. But
it didn't. All told, enthusiastic
but non-violent crowds of spectators observed the Grand Jubilee Parade and applauded.

Hunger, joblessness, slums, disease can be wiped
out in rich America. No people, black, brown, white
or green, can for long endure systematic deprivation
in a society so wealthy that it can underwrite a multibillion dollar war thousands of miles away.

The Black Manifesto of James Forman and his
radical friends should be taken seriously as another
Maybe they realize what Dr. manifestation of black American impatience with the
Venson has been preaching all band-aids being proferred by the nation's leaders to
there are more cover the wounds inflicted by hunger, bad
along
housing,
ways of pr otesting than
racism.
unemploymentand
white
throwing bricks and breaking
out windows.
Let it never be said that President Nixon could
It should not be forgotten play "Happy Birthday" on the piano in honor of Duke
that the Jubilee's major pur- Ellington but ignored The happiness of the millions
pose is to prsent a favorable of blacks who
are so hungry and poor that they would
image of the black man at all
their birthdays.
like
to
forget
times.
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Michael Exum Picked

tifEMPHIS/4SUPER,,SOUt
STATION
.
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For Student Government
Michael Exum of 84 East Ross, /3.
Trigg, a sophomore and mem- Mr. Exum will succeed Donber of the college's track squad, nell Cobbins, a senior.
is the new president of the Le-; In the only other contested
Moyne-Owen Student Govern-, race, Miss Deborah Harmon of
ment Association. Chosen Fri. 1893 Keltner, defeated James
day in a campuswide election. Watkins of 429-C. South Lauhe will take over the office at derdale, for the title of first
the end of this school year. vice president. Miss Harmon
Mr. Exam defeated three got 172 votes and Mr. Watkins
other
sophomores:
Edward 129. Both are juniors.
Davis of 1870 South Wellington, Others elected: Miss Earline
Dennis Henderson of 698 E. Mc- Forest, secretary; Miss CatheLemore and Mrs. Claudine rine Edwards, treasurer; MelRoss of 1114 James, Mr. Exum vin Wright, business manager,
polled 150 votes, Mr. Davis 88, and Glen Blankenship, parlia•
Mr. Henderson, 83, and Mrs. =neat Han.

••••

Fl oy d
CHARMING VISITORS —
Jones of Detroit, Michigan and her hostess
Miss Erma Lee Laws, Women's Editor of
the Tri State Defender and Mn. Robert
Crowe of Gary, Indiana are shown on the
balcony of the Lorraine Motel where Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr., was assassinated.
Mrs. Jones, the former Miss Melba Mae

Freeman of Memphis and Mrs Crowe were
enroute to their respective home from
Houston, Texas where they attended the
convention of American Women in Radio
and Television with Mrs. John Warrick,
Mrs. Crowe's sister who Is with NBC in
Chicago.

Fender Body Work

LADIES' A FREE GIFT FOR YOU!

SUPER SOUL "DJ's"
IRETIETKNOTT BREAD, BUNS, ROLLS,
are your very best buy in Memphis

No jingles to write
nor puzzles to work.
First 10 coupons
received will qualify
Fill in the coupon
and mail to
48 Shady Lane
Memphis, Tenn , 38106
48 Shady Lane
Memphis Tenn

Baked In Memphis by Memphions
rushed rushed daily to your blg
Hogue & Knott supermarket for
maximum freshness.

Address
City

”Getting music to sound right in a
studio is a matter of getting a
perfect balance of elements.",
The same thing, I expect, applies
to getting a great gin...a perfect
balance of elements...dryness,flavor,
the works.That's what I find in
Gordon's Gin.,,

101.0-.2

81
p.
okg 2
5

Painting

3N.

Hogue & Knott
12 to Pacade

1
PORK LOIN

To Limit Quantities

Fresh &lean

you'it,w ear Stacy- Adams shoes
for yeari--knowing they're the
Ii tie s t you cats buy. Fine' handcraftsinanship. .rich styling. ..
luxurious leathers. . assure you
instant und everlasting comfort-plus .;rnart good looks that'll carry
You through many seasons:

30P
C-2

,09

Resolving Charge
30 60 Day charge - 6 Month
- Mastercharge
Bankamericard

59

lb

Reynolds Standard

12"x25,

FOIL

Roll

25

WI HONOR GOVIRNMINT FOOD STAMPS
Morrell Pride

300

311.

HUDSON
NAPKINS

HAM SLICES

gst

.1

FLAIR 60 Count

MIRACLE

WHITE
BLEACH
Everybody
notices

1000

Pstettict Cf V.$ L ton mono sPons tout. FIIRS too IPUP.comrs PTa to to . Loom 1.1.

2
74

5. Reserve DIP R

Roy Eaton, Composer, Pianist; Music Director of Benton & Bowles, Inc., one of
the nation's largest advertising agenc,es, winner of Kosciuszko Foundation
first Chopin Award; international recitalist; recording artist for Mace Records.

Gordon's Gin, created in
ondon, England in 1769.
/Cs the biggest seller in England.
America, and the world.

Sandwich Loaf ______

Big

C-2

The Quality Remains ...
Long After The Price Is Forgotten

27t
BREAD
BROWN N SERVE
ROLLS
rogue & Kopf!

148 S. SECOND ST.
RES. PHONE 357 - 3134
PHONE 5 6- 7154

4C

Name

,,t

illackilitoore, Prop

fat

38106

sny

BUNS

STACY ADAMS STACY ADAMS STACY ADAMS STACY ADAMS
t.)
3s.

FREE

N.,43100),Vis*.

Negue & Kpoti*
11;
4
Hambrger
or Hot Dog

24 HOUR WRECKER SERVICE

How would you like to recieve a beautiful stainless steel
Jet-O-Motic electr ic
11.
"
10 11111.1
coffee maker valued
at $44.95 and dinner
for five other couples

DAY JOE B. YOUNG
WILDCHILD NIGHT and
BOSS "UGLY" BOB

WITH MEMPHIS'

The8-hourloaf

BIA,CKIE'S
BODY SHOP INC.

AVERY DAVIS

Hear More Super Soul Music

Bundle ofenergy

VOLUNTEER WORK - Tennessee A&I State University
senior, Miss Barbara J. Wagner of Houston. Texas gives
Mrs. Lucille Dickerson, Homemaker Supervisor for Franklin and Colbert counties, a sample of a low-cost, but highly nutritious meal. Miss Wagner, a foods and nutrition major, and Miss Patricia Sparks of Alabama, (not shown in
picture) have volunteered to work in a enmmunity program
designed to combat deficiencies and diseases brought on by
Inadequate diets. "How to feed the family low-cost, but nutritious meals" project included 50 ways to prepare chicken
and how to use weiners and ground meat to make complete
meals. An officer in Hankal Hall Council and a member of
Associated Women Student, Miss Wagner plans an internship and will become a dietician.
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MELLOW JACK

IlEASLEY,JONn..1t14.LAND

skinitnisrt
A3V1S MO)/ A3V1S SVEVOV MIS SIIVOV 13V.ISces

per pkg.

. Non—C1orine 16 oz.

'mire I Knott

PORK
SAUSAGE

Pure

3 lb Bag

1.25

HOGUE & KNOTT
1378 HOLLYWOOD
'3511 PARK
3384 N. THOMAS

Soil=

1578 LAMAR

4321 SUMMER
973 SO THIRD
3362 SUMMER

AM. to 7 P.M
Open Sundays for For Your Shopping Convenience 9
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•ERMA.LEE LAWS
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I and Mrs. Bonnie L. Westbrooks in law, and Rita (Mrs. John ,
•
Bevy Steinberg, daughter of Avery) Olive. Yours truly round
Mr. 'esid Mrs. Wilton Steinberg, ad out the guest list.
and pebble Northeroaa, dangq- Les C,asuale Bridge club is"
new set aboard the 'merry
ter III Dr. and 119rs.: Thema
Northcross.
.round': They met v.ith
A a
Other members of this teen-' Marian Morrison and had a
age national organization Whose say evening modeling crag, Miss Angela Yvonne Flowers ican Home Economies Assoproject is the United Negro bonnets.
will become the bride of Oscar ciation and a candidate for a
College Fund are, 'Breads *Prizes for the zaniet chapeau William Moore, Jr.
bachelor of science degree in
Batts, Ethel Sengstacke, Char- Were won by Sue Foster, M
couple are home economics at Southern
of
the
Parents
has
Ella
B.
C.
Holly,
Mathis
lotte Bynum, Felecia Moss,
University.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Leon Illinois
Sandra Peace, Willa' Mathews, and Vern Simon.
Moore
is a graduate of
Mr.
Other members of this new Flowers of 277 W. Essex ave., White Plains High School at
Wendy Corley, Teresa Shackleengagethe
announced
who
ford, Michele Peacock, Wanda coterie which voted to give
White Plains, N. Y., and ata contribution t o the South ment, and Mr. and Mrs. Oscar tends Southern Illinois UniverWeathers, and Gall Gossett.
Memphis Day Care Center W. Moore, Sr., of the Bronx, sity, where is captain of the
Linda Hargraves, Carol are Shirley Watkins, prexy; N. Y.
track team, an honorary memThompson, Shirley Peace and Patricia Williams, Emma Fri- Miss
ERMA LEE LAWS
Flowers was graduated ber of the Sphinx Club and a
Jackie Brodnas, all members mous,
Treasurer:
Frances from the George Washington member of Alpha Phi Alpha
By ERMA LEE LAWS
be traveling by trucks this sum- of the Co-Ettes during their Moore, Gloria Mason, Suzanne
Carver High School where she
mer
and
will
perform
in
parks
high school days are now serv- Foster, Walter Mary Ingram, recieved the Br otherhood Fraternity.
"A smooth sea never made
a skilfull mariner; neith- three days a week for free. ing as Advisors to the teenagee Secretary and Jacquelyn Ross Award. She yrss a debutante of He represented the United
er do uninterrupted prosOther performances will be leaders. We're very proud to Guests attending Marian's Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, States in the Olympic Finals
perity and success qualify given at the Jewish Community serve as sponsor of the lovely meet were Rio Rita Jackson, a member of the Memphis in Tokyo, Japan, and was a
member of the U. S. versus
men for usefulness a n d Center. All performances will sub-debs who gifted us with and Harriet Young.
Chapter of Co-Ettes, Inc., and
happiness". Anon.
be given by a professional long stemmed red roses for This N' That — Don't forget a Living Ad for the JUGS, Russian team and the U. S.
versus Jamaican team. Mr.
WEDDING BLISS — Age old company.
Mother' Day.
the Jesse Turner Testimonial Inc.
Moore is a candidate for a
vows and wedding rings were
Joyce (Mrs. Howard) Pink- Dinner — it's slated for May
On the Distaff Side— The
exchanged
b e tweet) Gloria
ston dressed in a shocking pink 22, in the Continental Ballroom At Southern Illinois Universi- bachelor of science degree in
Ana Westbrooks and Alfred Memphis Co-Ettes very hap- bell bottom pants outfit and of the Sheraton Peabody Hotel. ty. the bride-elect was a mem- community recreation.
pily changed the date of their
Moore Saturday evening in the
feted the Cardettes and guests There's still time for you to ber of the Oral Interpreter's The couple will be married
graduation
dinner when they
Temple Church of God in
Saturday night at her home- buy tickets to the dinner honor- Theater, served on the Judici- in a ceremony to be performed
ary Council of her dormitory. in the home of the bride's parChrist. The bride is the daugh- met with Janice Walker,lead on Norris Road.
ANGELA YVONNE FLOWERS
The ing one of the most outspokdaughter
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
She is a member of the Amer- ents on June 21.
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Alphonse
spacious
and
handsome
family
en leaders for Civil Rights in
Jobe Walker at Robilio's SunWestbrooks, Sr.
And Johnetta Walker Kelso
Both Mr. Bolton and his
day afternoon. The new date room of her home provided the our town.
SPRING BALL — Discover- is June 27 — this was changed setting for bride mates a n d Here's the cnance for you is home from her tour of the
bride-elect are mathematics
tag the rewards of diligence to accomodate the schedule guests.
teachers with the Memphis
to prove you're really "on the Orient which included stops in
in steering a success were of their speaker, tho Honorable After dining on the catered case", an opportunity for Japan, Hong Kong, Taiwan,
City School System.
the members of Zeta Phi Beta Shirley Chisholm, first black supper of succulent roast beef, you to give more than lip Bangkok, Singapore, and other
Sorority with their Spring woman to be elected to the string beans, tossed green service to the causes to which interesting points.
Ball Friday night at the Club United States Congress. The salad, potatoes, hot rolls and we're all so very dedicated. The very best wishes to -A.
Paradise.
petite dynamo hails from coffee— the gals were served As black citizens who're so E. Withers who is in Baptist
spumoni and homemade pound
LaV erne LeMoyne College.
Barbara
Miss
Manse (Mrs, George) Stan. Brooklyn, New York and will
abreast of the happenings of our Hospital. His daughters, Alice
Bol- At Mitchell High, she was a
back and Mary (Mrs. John) make her first visit in the role cake, Joyce's contribution to the times, we'd really be remiss Winthers Jackson of Richmond, Hence and Robert Walton
delectable culinary fare.
exchange vows on member of the French Club,
will
ton
and
Vivian
Withers
California.
of
Congresswoman
to
Memphis
Childress . were .co-chairmen
Among the Cardettes using in our duties if we failed to
Sunday, June 1, at the Calvary the Glee Club and the majMUSICIANS AND BANDS
of the ball which drew a cos- under the auspices of the Mem- conversation as swizzle sticks pay homage to this stalwart Peters from Chicago were here Luthern Church on Sunday, orette staff.
last
week.
They
phis
to
visit
him
Chapter
Co-Ette
Club,
Inc,
who
does
inopolitan crowd to the hospinot
mind
standing
to stir Daiquiris, Manhattans,
June 1, with the minister, the
While a student at LeMoyne,
tality of the Zetas. The Club Friday June 27, at the Holiday Whiskey Sours and other gig- along for his convictions. Let's also spent time with their Reverend DeWitt Robinson, ofand
brother
sister
i
n
1
a
w,
she
sang with the college choir,
all
join
forces
Paradise band thundered out Inn Southwest, 3728 Lamar.
and
make
this
ficiating.
giable et ceteras while chalkWANTED, TO PLAY FOR
was sweetheart of Omega Psi
mad mad sounds until the wee Much praise was favished ing up scores were Annie Bell tribute to this great NAACP Ernest and Dorothy Withers
The bride-elect is the daugh- Fraternity and became a memwee hours to the enjoyment of upon Jesse Epps, special as- (Mrs. George) Saunders, gloat- immediate past president a and their family.
ber of the Delta Sigma Theta
the many smartly clad mem- sistant to Jerry Wild, Inter- ing over her first prize, brown tremendous success!!!!
1 Epsilon Epsilon Chapter of ter of Mr. and Mrs. Willie Eu- Sorority.
bers and guests. Loretta Ka- national President of AFSCME jewelry for which she has a Mrs. Elise Doggett Lyle andi Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority gene Hence, Sr., of 4829 Horn
CLUB DATES CONTACT
te° who really lets her presence AFL-CIO, for getting the speak- penchant, plus a white blouse her daughter Maria Ann and on the campusl Memphis State Lake rd. Mr. Bolton's parents
Mr. Bolton was graduated
er
for
the
occasion
—
Mr.
be felt in the worihwhile activifrom her secret pal. (she pas- Marjorie were recent visitors Univeristy installed new mem- are Mr. and Mrs. Winston Bol- from Hamilton High School,
ties of the community, is the Epps' Union represents the sed on to us that she was in to our city from Minneapolis, bers Shirley Little, Barbara ton of 1372 Orgill.
and was president of the NaSanitation Workers and other
MR BOBBY KING
Basiiens of the Sorority.
Kansas City last week-end and They had along with them a Dandridge, and Cheynne Dan- Miss Hence was graduated tional Honor Society and salucity
employees.
family
friend,
Mrs.
Ethel
ner
last
week-end
entertained
Small Fry Fun —All the!
PR Lady Inez Kaiser who has
from Mitchell High School and tatorian for his class.
props for a fun-filled evening The Co-Ettes want to share a book out entitled, "Soul Cook. Quam. Elsie and her girls were them at Peyton Place. All ofHe was graduated cum laude
for young fry were in evidence the occasion of Congresswom- cry" sent hellos to Velma Lois visiting her father, Manuel ficers of other Greek letter
DANNY THOMAS
Knight, the dean of Pledgees from Memphis State Univer- 189 SO.
Doggett
and
sisters
Vernita
organizations
were
invited
to
Sunday evening in Mettle and an-Chisholm's first visit to Jones): Elene (Mrs. Utillus)
member
and Edna Gentry and Ann sity, where he was a
Whittier
Sengstacke's
back, Memphis with you and will be Phi/lips, capturing second prize Doggett, Julia Doggett Wood- make the affair a gala one to
PH. 526-9617
Benson are advisors of the of the Mathematics and Phyyard when the Croswaites pre- calling on you with ticke for also jewelry, and guests Marie ard and her Bill and Bill Jr., be long remembered. Zelina
Clubs.
sics
chapter
iented their marionettes for the the dinners and the reception Bradford, a pin and earrings, brother Thomas Doggett and Phillips is the Basiletis of
niece
Shirley
Finale.
I
Epsilon
Epsilon,
Patricia
ienefit of the Red Balloon which follows it.
Evie (Mrs. Odell) Horton, and
This year's graduates are Nina (Mrs. Eugene) Brayon a
Players.
The kiddies were fascinated Gwendolyn
Williams, presi- bracelet, she's wearing her
iiith the show as they lolled dent, daughter of the -Rev. and locks 'lit a frosteeniue.
in blankets on the well mani- Mrs. E. W. Willfarasea; Henn
Other Cardettes making the
:ured lawn of the Senbstacke Chandler, daughter of Mr. and scene were Annette (Mrs. Clyde)
tomestead. The relaxed man- Mrs. Howard B. Chandler, Mel- Venson, Ethel (Mrs. Willard)
ier in which the hosts carry ba Sartor, daughter of Mr. and Bell, Dot (Mrs. Ben) Tuggle,
hemselves permeated to the Mrs. Sylvester Sartor, Barbara Elizabeth Lewis, Bernice (Mrs.
.xtent that one little cutie de- licestbrooks, daughter of Mr. J. D.) Williams, Joyce's sister
—
sided to go to the stage to exxamine the puppets while they
thiamine's's,'• anion ave.
;ere in action! A little show
!•onthland mall
tealer, she got her share of
he applause.
The guests and their parents
;ere too numerous for us to
fa,rion specialists in sizes
ttempt to name—but Mr.
18
to 6° ond 16/
1
2to 321
/
2
ad Mrs. E. C. Walters from
lilwaukee were down visiting
heir son and daughter-in-law,

Miss Angela Flowers
Bri▪de

Merry

al▪ lak

Alvan

limos

that
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vac
oft!l
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Teachers To Exchange
Marriage Vows June 1

WANTED

Pall Mall
Menthol100t.
on r...yet milder.

Care Package
The8-hourloaf

Thomas and Ann Walters
wMother's Day. He's in reearch at St. Jude Hospital and
; currently working on a proram in conjunction with Map
midi, studying malnutrition.
The aim of the Red Balloon
'layers is to bring live theatre
as many children as possible
our city—regardless of their
bility to pay admission or
Iveit get to a theatre. They'll

by
•
owr,e4

//hp DAISY

14 No. Main Downstairs
527-3619

FIRST RUN!?
NOW SNOWING!
The scum of the chain gangs
. the dregs of the prisons..
welded into the most vicious
fighting force that ever

100 Human Hair

40-

nighttime glamor for

-

The Ladies
U.S.
Government
figures show
Pall Mall
Menthol 100's
lower in
"tar" than
the bestselling
menthol
king

special aims 42 to 1112

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL prae,i,

Devilrs.
COLOR

14,141

ovary woman wants lovely slosipwoar

thus boom-

fiat ore Koclet polyester and cotton, coonpleotely work
obi* and permanently pressed . • . dainty salvo&
demi Rowers end white luta accent bath . 4404
&duo or maize.

WIPP

GEORGE 'FABIAN' NAOMI PARRISH
Also

baby doll sot

waltz length gown

5.00

4.00

gut wrapped! FREE
MAIL 011DrItS: add no postage pima VA%
totfor TORMIN*0 delivery.

SULIN40002 CAL1Li:ELD
MILL CORIVIEY
VISTASSIELIM
slallnelan a.

J STOUT SHOPPE

DOWNTOWN •
64 SO, MAIN
• ST7.4•34b
UNION AVE. •
1101 UNION
• 2744041
WMATINAVIN • %OUTMAN!) MALL • 3•11-0064

Pall Mall
Menthol100's.
'(4t

or

4

444604

Shortie Wig
Hand Made Wig.
Hand Made Stretch Wig
Long Falls.
Wiglets
$5"
4,04t Cascade $16"

$10"
$39"
$43"
$24"

t!LUttt

SMASHED AN
UNDERWORLD
APART!

"TINE

Mon - Claire

'ILI

.1P-41

AFRO DEPARTMENT

Afro Wig
Afro Bush Wig
THE

s 1995
(very Full)

$2495

AFRO WIG COMES IN (4) COLORS

EXPERT STYLING s3.50
BANK AmERICARD

LAY -A-WAY

MASTER CHARGE

11.•••••
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Black Student Association To H I
1
Black Extravaganza Friday

•

.f
4%

3. /4,1
•
.

•'
art
11!
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se.
,ese

"

,
.
.•
athletes
'dept.
the
AFROTC
band,
the
to
tbefr'bist...1ftek
urnatives
t
in
majorettes
black
of
one
silt
various
and
activities,
ed
recently as two years ago, say in what goes on, ow Mem- the black students of Memphis days the organization fulfilled,
in the,Angle Flight be integrated in be given seleieraiiiiii.
furk students at Memphis phis State University's cam- State University and the com- its purpose by, one presenting of which is the "MISS B S A they got a black girl
proportion with black students tiler demand. that.Mr. Murphy
previously all white "A
munity, and to participate in:a Campus Talent Show to WM CONTEST."
Mete University had very little pus.
AFFILIATE. enrolled in AFROTC, or be add a black condi to his mm.
Campus Social life, when the Even though they were al- programs aimed at furthering interest in the BSA, the talent Unlike most beauty contests.' Flight" an ROTC
If If black coaches like those at
immediately.
the Angle abolished
on
statement
BSA
on
based
be
will
contest
this
all
comof
the
black
from
and
interest
the
came
campus
for
show
this
on
form
ck students attended a foot- lowed to
over the black community. Ad- blackness in body, spirit and Flight situation was, nt is the these two alternative cannot be professionals as they do, then
Pell or basketball game they hold social function they still munity as a whole.
belief of the serves a worth- met black students should be we need that kind of skill here
kad to suffer the insult of Us- found there was much work, Long before the organization mission to this affair was the mind,
purpose, and in serving exempted from AFROTC com- at Memphis State University.
-while
occupation
before
the
Long
at
in
This
set
President
Humphrey's,
of
food.
can of
donation
tening to the "Dixie" and to be done to make the UniverThese demands aitew made
it is out belief pletely?vetch students wave the Con- sity condusive to the minds of it has worked to better the posi- cans were later distributed to of the president's office, thet that purpose,
the lase-Clirkstinas Holibefore
similar
also
made
should
The
A
Flight
S
B
Angle
the
blackithat
give
to
worked
has
A
S
students
B
at
of
black
tion
families
the
need.
in
federate flag. Now, due greatly black students.
Uni-lrepresent all the students af- demands on the Athletic Dept, days, most were left unnoticed
to the efforts of the "Black When the organization start- M S U, and of black people as A BLACK EXTRAVAGANZA, students a larger role in
with the AFROTC Pro- We demand that black schools by the administration - the
dent Apociation", Black ed out, it had a two-fold pur- a whole in Memphis, Tennessee. is being put on by the B S A versity activities. The orgavi-.filleted
gram."
B.S.A. gave two al- in this and other areas be scout- B S A took action this Spring.
place
to
worked
has
zation
will
It
16.
conMay
During the Christmas Holi- on Friday
ta hate a hand in and a pose. To further the interest of

•IV.*0

MILDREN ROBINSON

SANDRA PRICE

se
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Shown above are members of the Black Student Association of Memphis State University preparing for their talent

show, which mil be held on Friday May 111, This show will
be a part of the BSA's BLACK EXT1RAVAGANZA.
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TSU Home Ec-Nursing
Complex Is Going Up
NASHVILLE — The Home dependent learning. The student
Economics-Nursing Education will sit at an equipped study
$1,300,890 complex now under carrel, view and listen to in
T ennessee structional material such as
construction a t
Azd state University will be making a hospital bed.
able to stimulate greater in- He will take his instructions:
terest in learning in the two format and practice bed-mak
big as many times as he *allareas.
es. When he states that he is
Scheduled to be completed in
ready for grading based on the
May, 1970, the contemporary critical requirements, then be
structure of brick and stone is graded accordingly.
will contain 12 classrooms and A
laboratory
multi-media
.
19 laboratories. There will also will
student in nunthe
assist
be an auditorium and a twostage lecture hall auditorium ing education in the following
ways: .(1) a programmed ,syswhich will provide for class tern will
strengthen his ability
and other demonstrations by in answering multiple choice
having students turn their situations questions, increase
seats for a second demonstra- his ability in problem solving;
tion. A complete kitchen will and (2) with the closed circuit
occupy one of the two stages.
TV with which the building
A special reading room is will be equipped, the student
included in the structure. No will have the opportunity to
furnishings are a part of the view his participation in the
$1,300,890 cost.
hospital situation; this will asThe facility will provide for sist him in self-evaluation.
instruction in in stitutional The complex is funded by
management especially design- Gov. Buford Ellington's state
ed for those desiring to estab- education improvement prolish small business.
grams adopted by the last sesIn the area of child develop- sion of the Leglisature under
ment, there will be two child
the Higher Education Facilities
study areas equipped with two- Act and the Nurse Training
way mirrors allowing for con- Act administered by the U. S.
tinuous observation for class- Department of Health, Educaroom and research purposes tion, and Welfare.
and a conference room for par- Administering the complex
ents which will be used in will be Dr. David C. Hamilton,
nursery school and kindergar- dean of the School of Agriculten instruction. The complete ture and Home Economics;
life cycle will be covered in Mrs. Mattye C. Flowers, head
instruction from the nursery of Home Economics; and Miss
school and kindergarten to Dorothy Coley, R. N., director
geriatrics.
of Nursing Education.
Instruction in food selection Located east of the main
and preparation for low-income campus on Centennial Boulefamilies will be given special vard, the complex will contain
attention. "In this new facili- adequate faculty and administy," Said President A. P. Tor- trative space. Parking will also
rence, "we are preparing to be provided.
better meet the needs of the
local community and the needs
of the State."
A learning resource labora-,rl
tory will give the nursing student the opportunity to do in-

Coley, R.N., director of nursing education:
Mrs. Mattye, head of home economics department, Dr. David C. Hamilton, dean of
the Cchool of Agriculture and Home Economics, and H. C. Hardy, manager of the
school's extensive farming operation.

INSPECTING SITE — The new Home
Economics - Nursing Complex is under construction at Tennessee ASil State University in Nashville, and seen here inspecting
the site and chatting with unidentified driver of bulldozer, from left, are Miss Dorothy
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240
361'20z.
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MEMPHIS' LARGEST FOOD STORES

••••••11 11••94 149919••••••••••

Mother's Best Self Rising 2 Limit
390
5 lb. bag

SOUTH--1232 E. SHELBY DRIVE (WHITEHAVEN

FLOUR

EAST-5014 POPLAR (AT MENDENHALL)
MIDTOWN-1620 MADISON

AMIN=

Ora Ida Frozen Tator Tot

POTATOES 14. 23cp

DOG FOOD

WELCHADE•
MEAT
PIES 4 pkgs.650

Meat or Chicken
215 oz. 47*
cons

Morton Frozen
8 or.

UITS
490 BISC
8 oz.

PEPSI COLA
For babies

SWIFT HIGH MEATS
Brown

4
HAM
SLICES
lb. 95*

Strawberry

PRESERVES
18 oz. Jar 39*
Wagner

EGGS

ORANGE DRINK
qt.

Carnation 13 or.

EVAP. MILK
Viva

NAPKINS

All White

38$ -dot.

blt. 250

.

21Cans.

29(

1 lb. bog 4940

890

FRESH GROUND

Hamburger
5540
pkg or more

; b.

p•f

b.

,ncluding Ports and Service at No Extra Cost

rut3 TEAR SERVICE Within a 254411. Radius of the City Limits of Memphis,Team
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Ace Appliance Co. Exclusive 5'Year Written Guarantee is Delivered With The

Washer or Dryer

'THE LONG RUNTHATO

1100

4IP

2 Limit

'Get FRIGIDAIRE at These Low Prices

750

79$

FRED MONTES1
Soft Weve Bathroom
2 Roll ab.

TISSUE

pkg. •

With coupon and S5.00 additional purches•
•xcluding value of coupon rn•rchandiso(fresh
milk products and tobacco also •KCIII4011 in
cornplionc• with state low). Coupon ItsOltits
Anti•Frititz putnoon, Nod., N oy 21 s
,
chas• not includo4 fn coupon ,,derng.l er
ONE COUPON PER FAMILY PER WEEK

PUSH. Pork' s FIRST CUT. lb 49*
center

iiiimagoamismemegeraireIONI)
)

Frigidaire 196/1
Jot Action WASHER
has DPC For
Ne-han Fabrics!

8010enteir

111/0111141111 TIT AMON WORM
MODEL WAN alOVICZEST MOE

MIN

*AMR SWAM wed PAOS 1
Sod we SIRVICT owl PARTS
3r4 TILAR SINVICE dal PARTS
46 TSAR SERVICE sod PARTS
PARTS
SIR TSAR

NO Ovum
NO CtiAnat
NO CRAM
NO CHARGE
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wiiitielwilssaMultr
1011005WWWwhinins weer
fat
oasts
new
Sew.
*enIda
ljnit.0041to Ws Me wit he
1101111wilth
othilawlisaldWOWaturew
terratiaSun wad titsInto.
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TOTAL COST$$
IFOR 3 FULLTEARS
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satamananscermt
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10P161111.
0
111114140104
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NO CRAW
Set Mt KOMI odd PAO% •••*
NO CNAIRGE
ihnl TSAR WIWI sod PASTS.,
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NO MAIM
*hi OA& SWYK!wed PAM ......
NO CRANK
5th TZAR WIRVIC1 wid•PARTA
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loin or kib lb. 71*

U.S.D.A. choice
Beef Roast
Heavy
Natl, aged, shoulder clod or
lb. Ole,
boneless cntr, cut chuck

.44i

Til
Juno 69

BEEF STEW 390

11K1111/1111=11 1

..._ _._ilik
1,,f - z-:w.IfignE

Paym•nt

Lykes 24 oz. cans. 3 Limit

LIQUID DRANO

Fr;gidairs Mc. Automatic Dryer

No

.13995

TOTAL COST

'FOR FULL YEARS
All Models of Frigidaire Washers and Dryers
-Corry the Sent.3-Year Written Guarantee,

ACE APPLIANCE CO.

untayoyeintairene

a aserebeesidullberium.

E

S.

LE.CATUN.,..1.G.KINKLL

EAST
SIN Sompor

WE

1

WESSON OIL

Chops

2 it. Bag

The8-hour loaf

Purchase of Either Friaidaire

20 0z- con

39(

Fred Montesi Country Style

Sausage-

We make bread
like we're making it
forourown
kidsLfU

2 oz. btls. 850

Bonus Pack

Soft Wove Bathroom
TISSUE
2 Roll pkg. 10

PORK

lower in"tar'than the best-sell
filter king.

Why Sacrifice Qualitir, When You Can

29 or. can

250

PALL MALL GOLD 100's
ing

Family Size 48 oz btls.

Sacramento
Halves

PEAR

15 oct. pkg.

U.S.Government figures show

ance
Appli
s
Co.
You
Ace
Offer
ad
5 Year Guarantee:on Frigidaire Washers and Dryers
M INPUIRM
le NOVO TOW

POTTED MEAT

Fred Montesi
Grade a Large Infurtle

at w .41

tin

A Kiddie King and Queen
Fashion Contest was held recently by the Consolidated Civic Club of Orange Mound.
On April 30, Charles Wilson,
Jr., son of Mrs. Myra Wilson
of 1345 Chadwick Circle, was
crowned king and little Miss
Serena Veasley, daughter of1
Mr. and Mrs. Willie James
Harbin of 979 Grand st., was
crowned king.
Mrs. Susie Daniels was chairman of the affair, and Mrs.
Lucille Hill was narrator.
Samuel A. Bradley is presi-1
dent of the club.

TOMATOE KETCHUP
3

9•

91•1•••

..••.•••

2 oz. can
/
Libby's 31

CTR. CUT FOR FRYING

231,2 or. Jars 470
Ma

470

6 Cans

POTATOE l b. bag
CHIPS 590
Heinz

Borden's
Crisp Thin

6 10 oz. btls

Noreturn btls.

Thin Twin

Friskie's

3 Limit
46 oz.
can 254:

Grape Drink

• •••

•.•

ub
Kiddie Contest

••• closed Sunday
Breast 0' Chicken

LONGER...
MILDER.

haw 3244*

WHITEHAYEN
sist
Pima 396-0,0

P FRAYSER
pie it,•••• 1••• I ma
MM. 338.4541

LAMAR

liasnr
rbboi 1244114
3575

11118. ty Now
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Woolworth Executive
Is On Board of Bank

Mayor Ingram To Give Talk At Civic Rally

MONTCLAIR, N.J. —Aubrey
C. Lewis, an executive with
the F. W. Woolworth Co in Nelv'i
York, at 34 has become one of
the youngest directors in the
history of the Montclair Say-':
ings Bank.
Mr. Lewis was elected to
membership on the board of
directors of the bank at its
April meeting held earller this
month. His appointment, along1
with that of Montclair attorney!
George Buermann,
as announced by the bank's president, Paul A. Pearson.
The Woolworth executive has;
long been active in the civic!
and community life of Mont-1
clair. A graduate of the University of Notre Dame, where hel
starred in football and was the!
first member of his race to i
captain an athletic team in the
school, Lewis, between travels
across the country on behalf!
, GIFT FOR BOYS' CLUB — Harold It.
of Woolworth, spends much of
Shaw, Sr., general chairman of the FounA. C. LEWIS
his free time working with
ders Club of the Goodwill Boys' Club, acyoung people's groups in the
cepts a gift from Albert Hawkins, right, an
Montclair community.
from Notre Dame in 1958,
Employed by Woolworth as Lewis joined the faculty at
an executive office personnel; Central High School in Paterrepresentative, Lewis respon- son where he served as head
sible for the institution, co-or- coach of the track and footdination and implementation of ball teams. In 1962 he joined.
the company's college recruit- the Federal Bureau of Investiing program. He further serv- gation as a special agent ines as an official representative vestigating criminal violations
of the company at governmen- i and subversive organizations:
tal and business conferences.1 He served with the FBI until
Following h i s graduation!1967, when he joined Woolworth.

The Hubert Avenue citizens gram. He will be introduced nue pueen" by Mrs. Regina
of the Hyde Park-Hollywood by Mrs. Nellie Rodgers.
Williams, queen of the HydeCivic. League will hold their Dr. John E. Jordan will in- Park Hollywood Civie League.
Music will be sung by the
annual rally at the St. John troduce the master of cere- glee club of Cyprus Junior
AME Church at 2321 Hunter monies, Dr. Charles Warren of High School under the
direcave. on Monday night, May Southwestern University.
iion of Mrs. Bettye Minima.
19.
A highlight of the evening will Presentations will bee made by
The guest speaker will be be the crowning of Miss Cyn- Phi Rho Sigma Medical Fraformer Mayor William B. In- thia Taylor as "Hubert Ave- ternity.

CarePackage
The8-hourloaf

officer of "The Clan." Looking on al left is
Father Theodore Weiser of the Goodwill
Boys' Club.

Heart Association Plans
'Art From Heart' Day
The Memphis Heart Associa-, Memphians can bite advanwill present its first an- tage of this opportunity to buy
nual "Art From The Heart"I fine art at bargain prices and
day, Sunday. May 18. 1 to 5 most of all benefit the Heart
p.m., at St. Mary's Episcopal! Fund.
School. Perkins and Walnut
Grove.
Art of all descriptions by
Shelby County artists will be
presented. We will feature
work
by
many famous
Southern artists in addition to
that of school children, college
students, and Sunday p.,inters.
The music department of the
Oils, watercolors, sketches Mt. Pisgah High School preand sclupture will be shown. sented its band and glee club
The public will be able to in concert last Thursday night.
meet well known artists and Mrs. M. H. Hunt and Archie
watch them as they work.
Bradley were the directors,
All pieces of art will be for Charles Scates was pianist, and
sale at reasonable prices. All Mrs. M. .1. Brinkley in charge
proceeds will go to the Heart of publicity.
Fund. No admission will be Searcy C. Harris is principal
charged.
of the school.
1J00

Band, Glee Club

Give A Concert

"Electric cable heat
keeps even our tile floor
warm astoast:'
Mrs.jones—"With five children from ages 7 to 14,
you need a heating system that will keep the
floors good and warm, because that's where
they'll be half the time—on the floor."
Mr. Jones—"With electric cables imbedded in
the floor or ceiling throughout the house, there
are no cold spots or drafts or sudden blasts of hot
air. Just gentle,even,quiet heat."

Mrs. Jones—"We've lived here three years and
the house still looks like new. That's how clean
electric heat is."
If you'd like to keep up with the Joneses and
enjoy all the advantages of living electrically, call
525-2552, extension 354. One of our heating specialists will tell you all about electric heat for your
home. Memphis Light, Gas & Water Division.

ML GW
Mr. & MN. Vernon Jones and family, 4628 Collierville-Arlington Road

Es an
Old Forester
kind ofday.
Everything's ready and were about to welcome
our first guest. What's ahead? Good friends,
good food and the flavor of a great Kentucky Bourbon.

at

At Ró or 100 proof -There is nothing better in the market."
plENTUCXY

STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKY • Sc PROOF • 100 PROOF BOTTLED IN ROOM
1965.
BROWN-FORMAN DISTILLERS CORPORATION • AT LOUISVILLE IN KENTUCKY

s
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Midshipmen Are Hosts
To West Point Cadets.

CADETS VISIT — U. S. Navel Academy
Midshipman Anthony .1. Watson of Chicago,
center, escorts West Point Cadets Bruce
Robinson, left, and Mike Taylor, both of

Philadelphia, on a tour of the Naval Academy during exchange weekend program.
All three men are attend classmeo
lots—at their respective academies.

•
•

A must-have
shoe for
women
everywhere.
The Outlaw

So Instantly flattering, so versatile, so always nght In feeling
and look, that it has become the
great favorite of well dressed
women around the world,

by FLORSHEIM
Available In Comb:notions of
Black Patent, Black Matt witil Tan Calf Trim
or
Bono Loather, Whip Cream with 6reon Trim
Sixes
Sins Over 10 $2 Echo
t.12
AAAA to C
$22
1
2% Rot Tom. Tog
Mail or Piton* Orders Add 60e Postage and 4/

PHONE 526-2152

62 SOUTH MAIN STREET

THI TRI-STATI DIPINDIR NIWSITAND DIRECTORY
Ike Tri-State Defender Gees On Sale Each Thursday At The rennin Locations:
Aleorandrir Sundry
387 Low*

jiffy Sundry
2509 Park Av• 452-3101

POST 011111C12
Botel• Branch

Wools*
South Sod

"Wel* Cash Grocery
862 Wellington 527-11 50

Jiffy Sundry
752 14. Dunlop

Pont... Drug 12
209 Beale

v4114 Sundry
3092 Chelsea

Bungalow Sundry
3092 Chelsee

Jee Hang Grocery
1551 Netherweed

Prospect Resell
2243 S. Ulloves 51viL

Bailey's Drug Smut,
2547 Breed Avenu•

Perk Kwick Drive Inn Grow
2261 Perk Ave

Revel Sundry
2495 Cornea

Nifty Sundry
2541 Supreme
Triple A s.”4",
303 Vertu

B•11.1 Sundry
943 Lauderdale 526-9940

Bellevue 7 II DOVIII Inn Gra.
1504 S. Bill...,.

R•ssowised Pliternossy
1915 Lauderdale

College Street Sundry
1140 College

3 Si Sundry
2119 Chelsea Ay*

R•sit Lynn Sundry
429 5. Osleens

Pears•n Grec•ry
354 Wro•ver d.

$0.41er. Dreg Co.
565 S. Parkway E. 945-4531

Kevffmen Dr1mmln Grocery
1297 Lituderdel•

Itorts•11 R•sell Drug.
2445 Chelsea

C•ntral P,
550 Tease

option Shot

Central Sundry
106 E. Calhoun
Ewing Esse $ervice Si.
1167 Mississippi

ICI•wirk• Peed Confer
1217 Yellenrine 2744509

F.4 Reed 0rivir-1^
•3199 P..d Reed

▪ lentlyk• Sundry
1 293 eellentive 272-3112

Silver Shm DrIve.10 Gni.
171 C. MItakell Rd.
Sundry
Vent/. & Lowdstrolele

Sir/ NW•

L1.14 Sundry
142 Silverege

Suhurhen Drug
7S2 5. McL•rnere 941-4576

&serge Welher's Mews
1101 Firestene

McGoveson Sundry
30 Vence

Sheeler Drugs
2192 Clutisee 276.2311

Ofonwigtor Symirv
$4430 P./ether.osil

Asogowell• Sundry
2027 Rey!' Ave

Smith Sundry
1447 P 1*,id.

•6. 4...'. StumilrY
233 Perk Ave. 326.1322

Model L•urodry
204 W. Illreelga

Smith's Tensor Service Ste
337 \Mahe', Rd.

Gass Pheentecy
44 Solite, Avenue

Munro•1
On 64611 ruin

TO., Avenue SvnItY
4515. Trigg

'loc.,/ ins Grill
12/7 E. 61cLemere

Need Sundry
441 Welker

Sweet Phi/meet
1046 Theme.
5244111 - 5264727

Fort's Solon
729 Randle

J.B. Sent,"
615 Vence Avenue
Jowl Drives/a Grestery
1550$. Perk wey I.
ilttfheroism Grocery
4791 14erot tel.. Rif.

Mot Orimp.in
367 Tillonen
1451115 MART
All Etet-•4•Twern Psop•re
10 K. Mein 526444
0004 0.10.
1011

Mississippi 947-1717

Were. Stroetmerkes
226 W. Drools Reed

WORLD

MEWS CO.
All Oume..Temn Pamere
115 Mamma Ave 5264120

Liner Sundry
2056 Veils.*
L lnc.ln Sundry
552 Richmond
WeltIngion Street Sundry
911 S. Wellington
Iroise,' Drugs
S. Bellevue L Gill
t.i,sl. I. 1 t• Sundry
1641 Latham
General Drees
Ill C. hinah.n
Memo Virmilirr
11Criwr S. 3,4
News Tender
Main et L indero
News Vehder
14e1n et Venice
News Vender
MM. et Colhown

ANNAPOLIS, Md. — USN. visitors
West Point Cadets usually "You learn a lot about the
don't tolerate "BEAT ARMY" other academies wtih the exposters in their rooms, but re- change visits," said Midshipcently did as guests of Navy man Watson, who traveled to
Academy Midshipmen in this West Point last year with the
year's anal exchange week- program and hosted a Cadet
all rough academiclly and
end.
At the stately Academy, 30 physically, and they all instill
miles east of Washington, D. C., a deep sense of pride with thel
West Point Cadets in dress Individual."
The Exchange Program, ingrey uniforms mixed freely
with Midshipmen resplendent tended to instill mutual underin dress blues. Even the Navy standing and respect for the
goat, tong a symbol of cour- visitors and hosts, allows the
age and fight, seemed to be the visitor to follow his host
caught up in the existing mood during the weekend, attending
of understanding and respect. classes, cruising on the Severn
And the statue of stoic old River in a yard patrol craft,
Tecumseh, the ageless "God of watching intercollegiate athC" (passing grade at the Aca- letic events, and enjoying the
demy) that looks out for aca- Saturday afternoon liberty In
Midship- Annapolis.
demically troubled
Organization of the weekend
men seemed to smile knowingly as an escorted Cadet passed was a big job, repeated six
times each year for the "Midby.
Midshipman-in-Charge of the shipman-in-Charge. On top of
Exchange Weekend Program this duty, Mr. Watson had the
at Annapolis, 2/c Anthony J. added responsibility of continWatson, breathed a sigh of re- uing his duties as Second Class
lief when the last Cadet left Brigade Commander an honor
for West Point. It signaled the accorded him at the beginning
end of a stream of paperwork of this, his third year at the
that went with being coordina- Academy.
tor of the weekends. The "Some nights," he said, "I
smoothness of the visit was just wouldn't have time to
not accidental. This entailed, study with all the paperwork
among other things, the assign- in the Exchange Program. But
ment of visiting Cadets to I was glad I had the opportuMidshipmen hosts and the hold- nity to meet so many West
ing of various breifings for the Point Cadets."
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TO SEE THAT YOU
GET THE OLDSMOBILE OF YOUR CHOICE
AT THE LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICE

IESCALIPIE
FRIDAt JIlL CIPUINAVY

INTO A 1969 OLDSMOBILE

PRYOR
OLDSMOBILE
2525 SUMMER
PHONE 324-7341

/DR

When you invest
abillion dollars
to help the cities,
you learn some
Likehope.

Troubled minds: Back some 18
months ago,there were a lot of troubled minds all over this country.
Including many in our businessThe
life insurance business. And what
troubled everyone was the cities.
There was poverty and frustration
and decay and much ugliness all the
way around.
In that atmosphere,when there
was precious little hope anyplace,a
lot ofcompaniesfrom our business
got together to do something about it.
To give it a try.You can't ride out the
ups and downs of business without a
certain inherent strain of optimism.
The life insurance business decided to invest a billion dollars worth
of loan funds in the city core areas.
Money that would create more jobs.
More housing. Hopefully, more hope.
And we made a public pledge of
this investment.
You may say,this was just
business as usual.
Because historically, life insurance
companies invest in housing and in
enterprise that makes jobs.
But this was different.
This was a new and special case
of investment.
inner
It went to an area
readily
was
not
cities—where capital
available on reasonable terms,because of risk and location. Our business felt this special commitment was
essential.
After all, our business is totally
bound up with the health and safety
of people. And people live in the
cities. You could say people are the
cities.
If those cities crumble,people are
going to crumble,and business — ours,
yours,anyone's— is apt to crumble
right along with them.
In a businesslike way,our business
was investing in its own future.

Due to the nature of the problem,
the life insurance companies would
need the closest cooperation of government and responsible leaders of
the community. And they're getting
it. With the result that the billion is
now almost completely committed.
What we learned, was people.
By our very involvement in the
core areas, we of the life insurance
business found ourselves getting a lot
closer to where people live.
We found that despite all the talk
of backlash and Blacklash,there's an

tir

even greater drive to work together:
A drive to create, not to hate.
We confirmed a deep feeling.
That the problem of the cities needs
people—people in government,
business,and labor, working together
—to help solve it. And we discoverA
we weren't trying alone; other businesses were making special efforts.
The life insurance companies are
re-learning a basic truth. Let everyone
do what he does best. We ourselves
know investment in housing and
enterprise. Local planners,developers, and agencies know their comi Liu.
nities and know their needs.
Our business has learned that its
hope was justified.
Sure,minds are still troubled
today.The situation won't"just go
away." But...
The life insurance business
has so much hope that its taking
another step.
A second billion.
A second billion devoted to the
same aims.
While knowing that It doesn't
nearly fill the whole need,the life
insurance business regards this, like
the first billion, as an investment in
its own future.
Isn't it your future,too?
If you would like some suggestions on what you can do, write for
the booklet"The cities...your
challenge, too!'

Institute of Life Insurance

MN On behalf of the life insurance
Wan companies in America
277 Park Avenue
New York,N.Y. 10017

News Venrier
1Cmraer Airways et Lerma,
8le•
30131 Johnson Av.
Wellington Sundry
Weillington
751 1. MalLemer•
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YOU WILL WORK
WITH US
WE WILL WORK
WITH YOU
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A social services center grows in BedfordStuyvesant, being built with mortgage
money provided by the life insurance
investment.One ofiiundreds of projects
it 227 cities,
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SPORTS HORIZON
won the quarter mile in a slow quarter mile run by Tullaho- that South Side had the best
SOUTH SIDE FAVORITE
:51 flat. and the 220 in 21.4 to ma's Jeff Anthony who won times recorded in the four reUnbeaten South Side roared
to an easy tri- with :50.3 and the:20.9 furlong lays. Observers of the State
back to take the final two! help Kingsport
Clarksville's finals can expect the Scrappers
by
Tennessee turned in
East
in
the
umph
events in last week's West
Tommy Lusk in the Middle to chalk up between 25 and 35
runoff.
regional
field
and
track
Tennessee Regional and edged
points, enough to win the big
bit slower Tennessee Regional.
ambitious Memphis University Both times were a
It is significant to point out title most of the time.
the
for
times
the
winning
than
School for the track championship at the Fairgrounds. MUS
illf!flif Yld(Of
1,,\N,,%,o,
'
made a strong showing in the ' ' ' ' ' " ' '
field events to jump off to an
early lead.
Favored to sweep the four
relay races, the Scrappers
didn't really have to worr.
very much. However, strati_
things can happen in school
boy athletics such as droppedi
batons and pulled muscles, to
"
name a few of the misf,
tunes that can haunt perfori:.
era. None of these hampered
the state bound Scrappers as
they again won the 440, 880,
Rick Taylor joins the WDIA news staff after
two mile and mile relays.
working at stations in Los Angeles and MoSpeedster Clifton Taylor won
his specialty the 220, and Gipjave, California. The 26 year old Taylor is a
son Lyles proved his mastery
1961 graduate of liooker T. Washington High
once again in the 880 run to
School and majored in Telecommunications
help South Side pile up 38
while attending Los Angeles City College and
points to 28 registered by MUS.
The University of Southern California. Taylor
Frayser and Northside tied for
was first interested in a career in broadcasting
third with 13, one more than
'DIA'S Public Relations- nirector A.0
when
Melrose.
Williams lectured at his s c h 00 1,
"Moohah"
Melrose, given better than
provided me with the incentive
Williams
"Mr.
an average chance to qualify
to become a professional broadcaster and he
their 880 and mile relay teams
along with Trent Wood, has been my greatest
for the state meet which opens
influence."Taylor worked with other radio statSaturday morning on the cinions in Memphis, and became the first Negro
der track at Nashville Overton,
to join the news staff of a Memphis television
:ailed in these events.when
stellar anchor man Ed Bell
station. He was a film editor and co-writer of
had to be withdrawn because
a major Mid-South newscast. The former Air
of a muscle pulled in the preForce veteran says he feels he can rnake a
liminaries.
more solid contribution to WDIA'S million and
The Golden Wildcats owned
a half listeners by being on top of all news
the best time in the mile redevelopments. Taylor finds that producing his
RICK TAYLOR
lay during the past season.. It
News Specials for `WDIA is quite a creaown
was in Nashville and at Over1 WDIA'S SOUL NEWSMAN
stimulant,
tive
ton that a team other than from
West Tennessee won the state
championship. Melrose won in
the
following
1965, losing
year in a close decision to
Nashville Litton mostly because of some unfortunate luck.
Washington grabbed the title
back for Memphis in 1967 with
an unbelieveable show of power on the University of Tennessee Tartan track in Knoxville. Last year Manassas gave
local prep teams three out of
four crowns besting highly re
garded Kingsport Dobyns-Bennet.
major ca strophes
Barring
South Side should emerge the
victor on Saturday.
The Memphians again find
Kingsport as the main obstacle
in the path of another championship for West Tennessee.
Highly touted Darwin Bond,
rated as one of this country's
promising stars in the 440 dash,

SlashetOrites_
Plus Top VALUE Stampsr
Join The Kroger Price Fighters!
Watch for GRAND OPENING NEWS
new
onKrtohgeer

50,000 WATTS OF SOLID SOUL

Bi timefavorite
The8-hourloaf

that's Busch® baby
"And I'm telling it like it is. People today are moving
on up—reaching out for the best. And the best is Busch.
Premium brewed with costly barley, virgin hops. The
only popular-priced beer in America with in-brewed carbonation (our own special way of putting fine bubbles
in beer). The best popular-priced beer in America? That's
Busch, baby. And we can prove it."
Look for the special Rosko display wherever you buy beer.
BUSCH ...from Anhausar-Busch, Inc., St. Louis. Mo.

SOUTHGATE!

roger's rade

FRESH HENS
COOKED HAMS
BACON

A

lb.

lb
.59
3

Butt
Portion

Country Style-Rind less

lb.

SLICE

OEPS10,7-UP or

COKES

6-btl.
etns.
Plus
Dep.

weeh our coupon offer. in this ad

; Spotlight Bean

Coffee
Margarine
Chunk Tuna
Pineapple
Eatrnore

Breast e Chickee

Avondale Sliced

1 lb.
8 oz,
loaves

6
lbs

Banquet

61/2 oz.
can

eeitt

Ativ%
• o,

Chicken
Turkey or Beef
8 oz. Pkg.

Kroger

1 lb.
4 oz.

12ontmiss this Offer!
I,

3 lb.
Can

k
rSandwichoio
1.00 Bread 4
2R Meat Pies
Butter
PeanutThC
'Special
label'

1 lb. Bag

$, ekhff

la:SeltiMMITHIMaibbINTs
Pepsi, 7-Up or
6-btl.

COKES

60*
One
Ws

e1
3 ctn.. #

with this coupon and $5.00 additions! ....,..p.chag.e. excluding tobacco.
Good thru Tues. May 20. Limit
Otie. 45-oz. or 10-oz.

FEATURED "PIECE-A-WEEK"

BONUS COUPON

(DATE) THROUGH (DATE I

39c

ONLY

CHOICE OF PATTERN

WITH A $3 00
PURCHASE

FRESH TENDER

YELLOW CORN

ens
soup

V49e9/441/1/1/1/Intlillitnin F'fi(ier

St VOrt,,P4

FRUIT DISH

one

FOR EXTRA TOP VALUE STAMPS

I so
)
k SO
SO
SO
-50
I 50
SO
SO
50
SO
SO

k so
;

S 25
25
25
25
E\ 25
I

with

jars Krilter Olives

with six 4-oz. pkgs.
Kroger Puddings
with 6 pip. Zany Zoo or
Ln-Cal Lemonade Mix
with 2 pkgs. Country-Oven
Cookies
with a Large Angel Fond Cake
with a 5-1b. bucket Ground Beef
with 3.1hs. or more Ground Chuck
with '2 pkes. Breakfast Pork Chops
with '2 pkgs. Fryer Breast or Legs

with '1,Cutup Fryers
With I pkgs. Center Sliced Ham
with any '2 pies. Murr4I Lucid
Lunch Meats
v.itla '2 lbs. Tennessee Pride
Whr411 HOS Ssolage
with 39c or more Bananas
tied. Lettere

Nith 3 IN, Onions
with 5-lbs. lir more Piastues
with 5-114. of Oranges or
Grapefruit
•••••..

0"wik.

• •-•

,

••A •

• • .A •st, • • • t •
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MINISTERS

CLASSIFIED AD SECTION
tiPionenUeNSIRMEINIIISI•.
PArNT1NG — Interior and Estertor.
Commercial and ResidenUal. Do on
work, (white)
A & P HOME IMPROVEMENT
CALL 526-3250 or 323-3807
Ray Adams or Clark Pula
— —
HELP WANTRD, REALM OR
MARRIED COUPLES
college Seniors for Summer Time employment. Mies experienee desirable,
but will train. Mall inquiry to.
48 Shady Lane, Memptila Tenn., 38106

PAI..S' DONATION — Members of the Pals Social Club are
showw presenting a check to Mrs. 0. C. Criyeas, president
of the North Memphis Shoe Council so that many children

left are Ilya. Clara Harris, Mrs. Mary Echol, Mrs. Betty
Horton, Mr.. Willie F. Wade, Mrs. Lois Brown, Mrs. Hattie Gregory, Mn. Citrons, Mrs. Willene Patterson and Mrs.

will be able to attend school. The proceeds were raised during a recent fashion show held at the Chili Rosewood. From

Christine Males*. The-Pals appreciate tile support the project received from the public.

PEST

MECHANICS WANTED
GAS & DIESEL
Permanent Position, Group Life and Hospital Benefits, Paid
Vacation. Local truck leasing company has openings for Mechanics who want steady employment i,n large, roomy shop.
Good working Conditions. CALL GLENN DeWITT at 942-4687.
CARL CARSON LEASING CORP.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

LEARN TO DRIVE
If You Have Any Trouble Whit so ever
In Getting Driver License

Call
• Tennessee Driving School
BR 5-3600

EXTERMINATING CO.

CAN YOU USE

TERMITES.ROACHES
WATER BUGS-RATS
Licensed and Bonded
CALI. US BEFORE YOU AI

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
MORE

EMBARRASSED

8

"WE KILL TO LIVE"

MUST BE SOBER & RELIABLE.
CALL OR COME IN.

JACKSON CLEANERS
1394 NO. HOLLYWOOD ST.

V.

lOCATIONS

I NI

O.Z. EVERS

INI4 S 1 4141 rut
PRIIISINI1 41
tisryl(o

FOR FREE ESTIMATES
PH. FA 7-6031

1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC

CAR WASH $
Set nr Stir,

11 25
Sat over RAM tr
P al
Sun. Ow
04.14 to 2 PM

3100

Single Family or Duplex Lot 55 x 200
Plus. First left of 720 Alice between
Longview end Southside Flash School,
$4.900.
FIRST REALTY CO.
Dermon Bldg
527-3463

MOVING?
For Complete
Quality Service, Local
Long Distant and
Storage,
Call 527-5297 for
FreeEstimates
E-Z Storage & Van Co.
493 S. Main St.

8A.M.-6P.M.
Monday
thru
Friday

Summer at Baltic

FOR

SALE

CHEROKEE HEIGHTS
1476 Pmecreat - Almost new brick
In desirable location. 3 bedrooms, 2
baths, Den with fireplace, central Mr
and heat
Carport with workshop,
fenced backyard.

SMITH At GODWIN
GENFRAL CONTRACTORS

Licensed

You Don't Pay More..
You JustGet MoreAt

THAN'S
LOAN

Save a bundle!

• VALIANT
• ROAD RUNNER
• PLYMOUTH
• CHRYSLER
• IMPERIAL

Lease trucks from
CARI, CARSON!

MEN1

. .-)‘ *ISHER

I
1925 UNION•275-1143 ;

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories

NEEDED!

work the
same day
you apply!

RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individual( And Groups

CALL. WRITE
CUSTOM

wareho4se .ork general
Locr
lobe. ass•;nmen.• ow:liable every
App:y ready for
dc-, Good pay.
v., at 7A

MAKES YOU LOOK
OLDER THAN YOU ARE
WOKYOUNIA
aer

Beaded

525-6506 aid 362-1003

H

1

WIRE
TAILORS
C

or

INC.

241 Irmo Aye.

MANPOWER

JA 7-9320

Memphis, Tmoessait
YOUR Comeeor Makes What Yoe Ask for And
Crudes What You Think or

76 UNION AVE.
Errotoy
V-

FFICE

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SNITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
174 at 178 SEAL STREET IA 11-5300,

452-9425

HOMES

rACKAGE ORAL
DOUGLASS
Boys Clothes • Sim 12 Coats - Pante 1559 Ash - Entirely new, near 2 schools
Suite Many other items included. Call 4 spacium
bedroom., one and Vs bath,
218-0935 after 4:00 p.m.
large living room, Vacant. THIS 6450
down - VA nothing dawn.
HOME FOR SALE
C. B. PERRY
1056 Sheridan, Excellent 2 Bedroom,
526-0929 or 046-6421
In very good neighborhood, low equity.
Bales Ftaalty
Assume FHA loan. Call Mr. Hayeraft
27 North Cleveland
634-3991. Days - Nights 525-6651.

CONVENIENT

SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH

Help Wanted!!
CLEANER & SPOTTER

SAVE 115 TO $1175 ON
PATIOS SLABS, DRIVES
393-2367
DESOTO CONCRETE CO.

PROPERTY FOR SALE

CALL
••41
,
48111sleele••4.41a1•11s.411r

-4—

NO BRAGS — JUST PRICE

Custom Built Churches
Free Estimates and financiog Available
Reputable Workmanship
Call
Today
iv5a I
Es9t0

AT YOUR DRUGGIST

:30THACHE
Don't suffer agony. In seconds get relief
that lasts with ORAL. Speed-release
formula puts it to work instantly to stop throb:Ang
:ootnacee pain, so safe docors recommend it for
IsettVng
ane

ora-jei

SALE

Women's and Children's
Washable Cotton....

Sears

UR DEAL AT HOEHN
Reg. 3.49 Pair ...
Buy Two Pair and Save 1.48
Copi and comfortable...made of long
—wearing washable cotton duck
heel — to — toe sponge cushion in—
soles with built—up arches. In white
and colors.

2

Pair t 50
For t)

or 2.88 k Pair

'69 CAPRICE COUPE
SEG
"ICE
$33113

'69 CAMARO COUPE

NOW
$2332

NOW

$2750

MID-SOUTH'S LARGEST CHEVROLET DEALER
CHEVROLET
ervice whtle you Shop or ork
Courtesy Bus Servire---Dotontoien
and Hospital areas,
Mon. and Thurs., 7-9 P.M.;
Tues., Wed., Fri., 7-5 P.M.

361 UNION
2989 SUMMER

527-4471
323-5594

CHARGE
IT
oil sears revolv in g chart,e

AND SAVE

]S

WHITER AVEN
1200 Southland Mall
396-5151
SEARS,ROEBUCK AND CO.

SHOP AT SEARS

ears

POPLAR
CRO&STOWN
4570 Poplar 495 N. Crosstown
682-1511
276-0411

Nit SPIN SOUTILAND
MILLION DOLLAR GREYHOUNDS ARE RACING AT SOUTHLAND GREYHOUND PARK TONIGHT.

POST TIME 8 P.M.
PLENTY OF FREE PAVED PARKING
•

owneown

CLOSED ON WEDNESDAY AND SUNDAY
44.111.1.41.111110.6.

of

1111111—TS

SATURDAY, MAY 17, 1969

wpp

LeMoyne-Owen Ready
For Visit of Alumni

$30-$46 cotton dresses

19.99
Sleeveless and short sleeved dresses in colorful cotton plaid', prints, and solids. Sizes
8-18.
Dream. AK TUN SIereo

$464100 suits, costumes

.9610
Irwo-piece sults and costumes in a wide
selection of styles end fabrics. Many colors.
•1 8-18.

Alumni of LeMoyne-Owen Awards will be made and gifts
College will return to the cam- presented to the college during
pus next weekend for the An- the luncheon.
nual meeting of the General Coffee hour and registration
Alumni Association, May 24, will open the Saturday session.
and the Reunion of all '9' A party for alumni is scheduled for Saturday night.
classes, May 23-25
Elmer L. Henderson, nation- Three of the Reunion classes
al president of the Association, (1959, 1949 and 1939) will give
said graduates and former stu- their own parties Friday night,
dents of the college are ex- May 23.
Alumni of the college will
pected from all over the naworship Sunday morning, May tion.
The annual meeting, which 25, at Second Congregational
is the Association's once-a- Church.
year national business session,
is scheduled to start at 10:30
a.m Saturday, May 24, in the
Alma C. Hanson Memorial
Student Center. The meeting is
for all alumni of the college.
Dr Hollis F. Price, president of the college, will give
the annual luncheon for alumni at 1 p.m. Saturday, May 24, LeMoyne-Owen College's anin the Student Center. Mem- mid Spring Dance, sponsored
bers of the college's 1969 by the Student Government
is scheduled (pr
graduating class will be honor- Association
the Chisca, Saturday night,
ed guests.
Reunion classes, with Mrs. May 17, starting at 9. It lain
Rubye D. Spight and Roches- be semi-formal and students sof
ter Neely Sr., as general co- the college will be required ate
chairmen, will be in charge show their identification cards
program. at the door.
of the luncheon

4
Students To Dance.,

Suits. AN Three Stem

$50 suede jackets

At Chisca Friday

29.99
Zip-lined suede Jackets with classic shirt
iollars and side slits. Cuffed sleeves. Taupe,
gold, brown, or beige. 8-18.
Ceote: AN Three keen

11

•

$18425 dfesses

B.Lowenstein and Bros.
and m 3 LOWENSTEIN'S STORES!
VV6

Assorted spring and summer styles in linens,
-rayons, blends. Many colors and styles. 8-20,
2.
1
2-22/
1
;2/

Summer Savings for the Family! the Home!

Daytime Dream /X Tepee %wee

PONDARDARTICLEIE-grEM..
$15 misses' pant dresses

8.99

iteiSEIKREIGERSIENEND
59.50 Simmons mattress

2.50 dusting powder

Sporty pant dresses in tool cotton blends.
Colorful prints. Sizes 8-18.
Better Sportswear, All Three Stems

88°
1:)orothy Gray dusting powder in plastic box,
complete with fluffy puff. Love Song,
White Lilac, or Figurine scents.

$445 famous bras

2.29
Famous maker nylon lace and cotton blend 4
, bras. Good selection of styles. White and
- colors. 32-38 A-B-C.

Cosmetics, All This. Stores

10.95-12.50 watches

.5.99
Swiss movement watches in styles for men
and women. One year warranty. Wrist or
pendant styles, metal or leather bands, some
with calendars ,

8 girdles
$10 panty

A

'38
Simmons back care extra firm(Mit top mattress or matching box spring. Twin or full
size.
Bedding, All Three Stores

p.

B I CYCLES

MM.

9
9 9.12tricycles
12.99-15.99
Swarthmore tricycles in 10", 12", or 16" size.

SROREMOKEMERtio
panty girdles by famous makers. Long
or short legs. White. S-M-L.
Lycra

0414c-costume iewelry.

_

$7 nylon bra slip

Farrious brand jewelry includiriepins, necklaces, bracelets, and earrings.

4.99

Jewelry, All Three $teres
.4?„
:
.Kcjeastemszer
we e

Youthcraft bra slip with lace trim. White or
beige nylon. Average length. 32-36 A-B-C.
Feturisliorm M Three Seem

$4-4.50 walk shorts

2.99
Boys' cotton and polyester shorts by Lord
Shannon. No-iron fabric. Spring. colors,
solids, checks. 8-20.

.

$3-$4 knit shkts

14

• Short sleeved knit shirts of 160% cc4ton.
Mock turtles, turtlenecks, or fashion collars.
Many colors.

$6 flair jeans

4.79
POps.ifPr style jeans in reinforced dentm or

heavyweight cotton canvas. Solids, stripes,
or floral prints. Jr. sizes 8-12, peep sizes
27-30 waist

r$23

$11413 men's slacks

8.88
Famous brand slacks in Dacrdh polyester and
wool and polyester and rayon blends. Blue,
tan, grey, olive, or black. Regular • sizes
32-46.

$5 walk shorts

2 for '7
3.69 each
.6.,sioic a Lk
77% ccitton-23% polyester meri)
solid colors, plaids, or pettenve 32
44 waist. •
shorts in

499.50 5-pc. den group

'399
Spanish style den group includes sofa, chair,
2 end tables and cocktail table.

269.50 Sealy Fashioniter

199

Fieldcrest bedspreads

12.97

Twin'size spreads in your ctioice of 8 different patterns. Colors to match any decor.
14.97
$26 full size spreads

Early American traditional or Contemporary
Fashioniter with 79.50 posturepedic
mattress.
Furniture, Ajl Three Stereo

2.50 "Daisy Field" towels

$22425 decorator lamps

1.41

1518

• Fieldcrest floral towels in yellow, pink, or
blue floral print. Bath size.
97e
1.80 hand- towel
2for 97c
80c wash cloth

2 for $30

six beautiful Wes, All with
to 37'tall
33
lights.
34vay
,
Choose from

Lamps. All Thseeillases

4.50 queen's garden sheets

2.97
Twin rze flat or fitted sheets in Fieldcrest's Queen's Garden rose pattern. Pink,

gold, green, or blue.
5.50 full flat or fitted .. ......3.37 '
3.20 pair standard pillow cases 1.97

Imo' World, AN Throe Stereo

OMR.

.2 rn:/.50
IUU

tinges, All Three Stores

1.25 new colored stemware

79'
Match up your china. True coTizp, all sizes.
Claim, AU Three %wee

arirUDGET BASEMENT STOliES
L7.95 king size sheets

3.99
Irregulars. King size percales in white only!
Flat or fitted styles.
•

U$8 ttiresmer dresses
$3
Cottons, acetates, knits, tri, many sty-,
MWV fOlOrS. Solids, stripes, plaids. 10 - 20,
. Closeout of irregulars.
2
1
2-24/
1
• 14/

blade rotary mower with powerful
• olectric motor, lightweight, with flip-over
Itendie. Just 36!
Twin

$8 straw handbags

3.88
Impbrte.` straw bags In white, natural, orI

black. Large sizes.

Wiser Spoweveseer, Al. Three Stores

$85 two-pants suTts

'68
41
.
Dacron polyester and wool gun irner weight
suits with two pairs of pants for double the
wear. Blue, olive, or tan. Sizes 38-46, regular, short, or long.
Oases Cledtrog. Allreo $heer

9.95-39.95 kitchen appliances
1/2 off
NOM samosas and one or two or a kind.
Sunbeam, G.E., Hamilton Beach, Presto,
Toastmaster, other famous brands.
Housewares. All These $5UM,

Summer Basketball
Leagues Are Planned
The Glenview Branch of thei basketball league for adults
YMCA will operate a summer and a summer league for youth.
It will run from June 12
through August 23.
The adult league will play on
Saturdays from 12 noon until
5. The youth league's schedule
is Thursdays from noon until
7 p.m.
The youth league for teenage boys will have "A" and
"B" groups. "A" is for 13 to
15 years, and "B" is for 111-•
18. The adult league "7
through
A
D.C.
WASHINGTON,
danger from the radical right will include those 19 to 34 yeass-:
• ,
as well as the radical left is of age.
The
for
deadline
registrattOW;
present on the nation's campuses, Congressman Dan Kuyken- is Monday, May 26. If th
dall warned his colleagues to- are not enough members rem
tered for a team, the full regia.
day.
Testifying on behalf of his tration fee will be refunded.
All of the games will be rebill to cut off Federal funds to
ferred
by YMCA officials. Trocollege campuses where disorder is not curbed immediate- phies will be Awarded at the
ly, the Memphis Republican end of the summer. Teams
pointed out that "The Fascists may have as many members as are crawling out from under they choose.
Persons or businesses destr- ;
their rocks."
"The young Nazis are con- ing to sponsor teams may
vinced . . .that the duly-ap- tact Morris Jenkins, ex
ca
by
pointed authorities are not go- tive director,

Kuykendall
Would Cut Off
College Funds

ing to enforce the law. So 775-8834.
with their ideas of bigilante The branch will have a TeLek.....,
justice, they are beginning to Wee Summer League this snEil
decide they will step in and en- mer for boys eight to 12 yellffr.7..
force the law themselves. Could of age. Games will be played
a more dangerous situation on Tuesdays.
exist anywhere in the United
States?"
Mr. Kuykendall testified before the House Special Subcommittee on Education, which
has his bill under consideration
along with others to curb stu- Ken Singleton, hitting near
the 400 mark for Pete Paydent unrest.
He said his proposal is aim- Itch's Memphis Blues. is Ire
ed directly at college admini- the few bright spots in reicipt
weeks for the Texas Leagues&
strators "whose backbones
need stiffening . . . speaking Pitching woes have caused ail
hands sent out
quite bluntly, it is a matter of Meta' farm
Bibby
could het,
Jim
SOS.
removing the green in order
straighten things out for the
to cure the yellow."
Blues after a slow start. The
big ebony righthander evesseri
his record at 3-3 last week.
Frank Lolich and Les Roiw
have been the only consistod
,
Memphis starters,
The American Master Bar- John "Buck" O'Neii, seia d
bers Association will meet for the Chicago Cups, and
Sunday, May 18, at 453 Tate. Boston Red Sox talent hunter
The meeting will begin at Ed Scott were in town last
4 p.m., and all members are week to take a look at WAIF
asked to be present
prospects. Both expect to reT. W. King is secretary of turn this week for the district
baseball playoffs.
the Association.

Blues Need

1111111101161111131119111111111a1M
79.95 Sunbeam 18" mower
$54

ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA NOTES - Were discussed by Mrs.
Carey B. Preston, executive secretary of Alpha Kappa
Alpha Sorority with offices in Chicago, and Miss Velma
Louis Jones, Southeastern regional director of Alpha Kappa
Alpha Sorority which hosted a conference here recently at
the Holiday-Inn Rivermont. Women in the community were
cited by the sorority and given recognition as "Women of
Action".

$4 men's slacks
199
Permanent West Dacron poiyesler and cotton blend stacks that need no ironing Black,
navy, tan, or olive: Waist sizes 29 - 42,

length 29• 32.
Downstairs Budget Store, All Three Stores

•

og

Master Barber Group
Meets Sunday, May 18
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"Here, Morn, take it
model makes a welcome g /ft, indeed,for Mother's
Day. She'll just drop in the film and take good,
sharp color snapshots or color slides. There's nothing
for her to set or forget. The Kodak instamatic 124 camera
comes in a complete color outfit for less
than $22 Camera alone, less than

$19

sy,
Graduates haV--.Y4=rned the ri.
too. Which they'll do with this orte t eta an
electric eye that automatically sets the lens tor ght, clear
pictures under a variety of light conditions
And a signal lights up to tell them when they need to
use a flashcube. Complete Kodak $00
Instamatic 134 color outfit, less than 0

•
.

• .;....;;;t0X• WI°

•

•••

can really take it easy with the 414.
automatic film advance. A spring motor winds the
film, so he's always ready for the next shot. It also
has an automatic electric eye, automatic flashcube
rotation, and a special setting for close-ups as
near as two feet. Complete Kodak Instamatic$2
414 color outfit, less than 0
;

,

•

Kodak gifts
say
"Take it easy"

This is the lowest-priced
"Take it easy" Kodak Instamatic
movie camera, but you'd never know
it from the sharp, bright super 8
movies it takes. Its palm-size and
easy to use (drop-in loading,
no winding). Brides will take this one
on their honeymoon and live happily
ever after. The Kodak Instamatic M12
movie camera comes in a color
outfit for less than $35.
Camera alone, less thin $30
.
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For anyone whe wtints tO "Totke it easy," a thovie
camera with power 7Jorn ts a good ansvr
With this one you also give them reflex viewing,
an extra-fast 111.9 zoom lens and a CdS electric eye
that automatically adjusts exposure for sharp,
bright super 8 movies. Plus drop-in loading and a
detachable pistol grip. Kodak Instamatic
M20 movie camera, less than $100
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Kodak Instamatie
color outfits.

z-tof-9024.0;Aviaaatzit:'-'•• ":<
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Kodak Instamatic®
color movie outfits.

From less than 22.

•

,

5tatj:.!

From less than$35.•
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